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Abstract
Recent years, image synthesis has attracted more interests. This work explores the recovery
of details (low-level information) from high-level features. The generative adversarial nets
(GAN) has led to the explosion of image synthesis. Moving away from those application-
oriented alternatives, this work investigates its intrinsic drawbacks and derives corresponding
improvements in a theoretical manner.
Based on GAN, this work further investigates the conditional image synthesis by
incorporating an autoencoder (AE) to GAN. The GAN+AE structure has been demonstrated
to be an effective framework for image manipulation. This work emphasizes the effectiveness
of GAN+AE structure by proposing the conditional adversarial autoencoder (CAAE) for
human facial age progression and regression. Instead of editing on the image level, i.e.,
explicitly changing the shape of face, adding wrinkle, etc., this work edits the high-level
features which implicitly guide the recovery of images towards expected appearance.
While GAN+AE being prevalent in image manipulation, its drawbacks lack exploration.
For example, GAN+AE requires a weight to balance the effects of GAN and AE. An
inappropriate weight would generate unstable results. This work provides an insight to
such instability, which is due to the interaction between GAN and AE. Therefore, this work
proposes the decoupled learning (GAN//AE) to avoid the interaction between them and
achieve a robust and effective framework for image synthesis. Most existing works used
GAN+AE structure could be easily adapted to the proposed GAN//AE structure to boost
their robustness. Experimental results demonstrate the correctness and effectiveness of the
provided derivation and proposed methods, respectively.
In addition, this work extends the conditional image synthesis to the traditional area of
image super-resolution, which recovers the high-resolution image according the low-resolution
v
counterpart. Diverting from such traditional routine, this work explores a new research
direction — reference-conditioned super-resolution, in which a reference image containing
desired high-resolution texture details is used besides the low-resolution image. We focus on
transferring the high-resolution texture from reference images to the super-resolution process
without the constraint of content similarity between reference and target images, which is a
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Deep learning [116] has been widely adopted in many areas, e.g., speech recognition [43, 31,
21, 46], natural language processing [39, 5, 120, 89], image recognition [19, 63, 119, 125, 82, 79,
47], recommendation systems [131, 30, 135], bioinformatics [17, 114, 18], drug discovery [20,
130], etc. Especially, deep learning is deeply and widely explored in most computer vision
tasks, e.g., object detection/recognition [63, 119, 79], semantic segmentation [82, 144, 14],
target tracking [137, 48, 91], action/gesture recognition [136, 7, 132], etc. Since 2014, when
Goodfellow et al. [42] proposed the generative adversarial network (GAN), image synthesis
(i.e., image generation and manipulation) has been boosted through the years of 2016
and 2017 after a short fermentation during 2015. As the outpouring of applications on
image synthesis, e.g., super resolution [145, 70], domain transformation [107, 52, 121], face
aging [148, 1], and image editing [153], GAN has become an off-the-shelf and state-of-the-art
approach to achieving higher reality and imaging quality as compared to its predecessors.
Since the scope of this work is on image generation and manipulation, the rest of this
chapter provides a more thorough background of generative models (Sec. 1.1), especially the




Generative modeling aims to learn a model that could randomly generate observations with
the same distribution to that of the given data. In probability and statistics, generative
modeling refers to model the data by a set of parameters, i.e., modeling observations drawn
from certain distribution. Mostly, the distribution of the data to be modeled is unknown
or difficult to be explicitly determined, e.g., a set of images which distributes in a high-
dimensional space with an arbitrarily unknown distribution. Therefore, the generative
modeling will learn the mapping from a learned or well known distribution (e.g., Gaussian
distribution or uniform distribution) to the data distribution. The learned mapping is
referred to as the generative model. Generative models are typically probabilistic, specifying a
probability distribution over observations, and thus could randomly generate samples similar
to those given observations. This random generation process will be dominated by some
latent variables, e.g., those drawn from Gaussian distribution.
1.1.1 Generative Models
In machine learning, the basic generative model should be the Näıve Bayes, which learns a
parametric model, e.g., Gaussian model, to fit the observations. It requires a pre-defined
model to fit the training dataset, which means one has to have prior knowledge on the training
set distribution, so to choose an appropriate model. For image generation, however, it is
difficult to obtain such a pre-defined parametric model because of the high dimensionality
and unknown distribution of the images. More sophisticated generative models are Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) and hidden Markov model (HMM), which have been widely adopted
in machine learning and computer vision communities. However, they were mostly applied
in classification-related applications (i.e., tend to perform as discriminative models), instead
of image generation. For example, Reynolds and Rose [108] introduced and motivated the
use of Gaussian mixture models (GMM) for speaker identification, and Permuter et al. [99]
introduced Gaussian mixture models to classify colored textures in images, with a view to
the retrieval of textured color images from databases. The hidden Markov model (HMM)
can be represented as the simplest dynamic Bayesian network, which is especially known
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for the applications in temporal pattern modeling, e.g., speech [36], handwriting [100, 6],
action/gesture recognition [84, 40], etc.
The aforementioned traditional generative models are limited by their modeling ability
on high dimension/complexity data, especially unsuitable for direct image modeling. The
artificial neural network and its improvement — convolutional neural network (CNN) — has
gained extreme momentum on image generation. A representative neural network related
generative model is the restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) and its alternatives, e.g.,
deep belief networks [71] and autoencoders [133]. The basic neural networks can only
handle vectorized data, e.g., feature vectors and 1-D observations. Therefore, an intuitive
adaption to image generation is to vectorize the 2-D images, which would destroy the intrinsic
structure of the images. The convolutional neural network is specifically designed to deal
with 2-D image data and thus widely explored in image generation. Usually, the training
of convolutional neural networks is called deep learning. This work will discuss the image
generation in the scope of deep learning, i.e., convolutional neural networks.
In 2014, Goodfellow et al. [42] proposed the generative adversarial networks (GAN) [42],
and then GAN has experienced a tremendous boom since 2016, widely applied in image
generation and manipulation. Compared to previous deep-learning-based methods, GAN
significantly increased the reality and resolution of generated images. Goodfellow et al. [42]
developed the mathematics behind GAN, and then Radford et al. [102] implemented GAN
with deep convolutional neural network (DCGAN), leading huge adoption in computer vision
applications. In recent two years, most state-of-the-art performance in image generation and
manipulation was achieved by employing the GAN. For example, image super resolution [145,
70] and domain transformation [107, 52].
1.1.2 Learning of Generative Models
For simplicity, we divide the generative models into two categories: 1) the traditional models
that do not use neural networks and 2) neural network based models, including convolutional
neural networks.
The traditional generative models, e.g., Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and hidden
Markov model (HMM), learn a set of parameters that determine a random process.
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Therefore, the models could generate samples similar to those drawn from the training data
distribution. Because of such random process, the same sampling process may yield different
results. Usually, the traditional generative models are trained to achieve discriminative
purposes, e.g., classification. The GMM mainly maximizes the likelihood between the
generated and training samples. It requires to manually decide how many components to
use in the learning process, and it will always use all the components it has access to, lacking
of flexibility. By the same token, the HMM needs to decide the number of hidden states
and also optimize the maximum likelihood. However, each state of HMM could be a GMM,
so HMM is supposed to be more flexible than GMM from the perspective of generation
distribution. Basically, HMM learns parameters (output and transition probabilities) from
data through Baum-Welch a.k.a. forward-backward algorithm [101].
The deep learning based algorithms mostly optimize an objective function through the
backpropagation algorithm [111], following the stochastic gradient descent, from which many
solvers have been developed to adapt to the descending rate for better optimal solution, e.g.,
ProximalAdagrad [28], ADADELTA [147], ADAM [59], etc.
1.1.3 Generative Adversarial Networks
Generative adversarial networks (GAN) was first introduce by Goodfellow et al. [42] in 2014,
while the similar idea of adversarial training dates back to 1992 by Schmidhuber [115].
In recent two years, GAN has demonstrated great potentials in a handful of generative
tasks, e.g., random generation of natural images [22, 102] (DCGAN, LAPGAN) or 3-
D objects [142], image generation from text [87, 107], super-resolution [145, 70], image
manipulation (morphing) [139, 153], etc. In all these applications, GANs (or its variants)
have shown appealing performance in generating realistic and sharp looking images. The
GAN is generally implemented by a system of two neural networks contesting with each other
in a minimax game, in which one player (i.e., a neural network) aims to discriminates real and
fake (i.e., generated) samples, and the other player aims to generate samples that are fake
but similar to real ones in order to fool the adversary. The former is called the discriminator
and the latter is called the generator. Eventually, the two players will achieve the Nash
equilibrium, the discriminator cannot better distinguish real samples from those generated
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by the generator, and the generator cannot further fool the discriminator. Therefore, the
generator could render samples similar to the real ones. Different from [115] and the other
generative models, GAN is based on a minimax game that terminates at a saddle point





Ex∼px [logD(x)] + Ez∼pz [log(1−D(G(z)))] , (1.1)
where px denotes the distribution of real data x ∈ Ωx, and pz is a prior distribution of
the latent variable z ∈ Ωz, which is generally assumed to be white noise. The functions
D : Ωx → [0, 1] and G : Ωz → x denote the discriminator and generator, respectively.
Given samples from a prior distribution z ∼ pz, they are mapped to the data space by
G(z) = x. The discriminator D(x) distinguishes the real data x ∼ px from generated data
G(z) = x ∼ pg, where pg denotes the distribution of the generated data. The goal is to learn
pg, achieving pg = px so that the discriminator cannot distinguish the generated data from
real ones.
During the training of GAN, D and G are updated by alternatively maximizing L(D)
and minimizing L(G) where
LD = Ex∼px [logD(x)] + Ex∼pg [log(1−D(x)] , (1.2)
LG = Ez∼pz [log(1−D(G(z))] . (1.3)





The proof can be found in [42]. Then, GAN tends to minimize the Jensen-Shannon (JS)
divergence, which is a symmetric metric. In recent years, GAN is becoming an important
algorithm widely adopted in image generation related works. This work will further discuss
the properties, drawbacks, and improvements of GAN in Chapter 2.
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1.2 Image Generation and Manipulation
1.2.1 Image Generation
Image generation based on deep learning was initially realized by encoding-decoding
networks, e.g., autoencoder and variational autoencoder (VAE) [61]. They mostly generate
images conditioned on certain input images. During the training stage, an objective function
(e.g., Euclidean distance or `1-norm) is minimized straightforwardly. The main drawback
of encoding-decoding networks is to generate blurry images, and improving the objective
functions or network structure can hardly break the bottleneck. Therefore, image generation
did not attract so much attention as after the invention of GAN, which significantly boosts the
quality of generated images in aspects of reality and resolution. Because of the effectiveness
of the adversarial training mechanism, GAN has become a hot research topic and widely
applied in many areas and applications.
In encoding-decoding networks, the image generation process is usually implemented by
a convolutional network and a deconvolutional network, which are concatenated to each
other. As shown in Fig. 1.1a, where “Conv” and “Deconv” denote the convolutional network
and deconvolutional network, respectively. x and x′ are the input and generated images,
respectively. z indicates a vector. The convolutional network yields high-level features z
from input images x, and the deconvolutional network generates images x′ from those high-
level features z. Then, the distance between input and generated images is calculated to
train the network to generate desired images. The GAN has also been implemented by
the convolutional and deconvolutional networks but in a different cooperation between the
two networks. The first implementation of GAN using deep convolutional networks was
proposed by Radford et al. [102] in 2016, which has led to a boost of deep learning based
image generation. Different from encoding-decoding networks, as shown in Fig. 1.1b, GAN
generates images by a deconvolutional network from a latent vector z randomly drawn from
certain distribution, e.g., Gaussian or uniform distribution. The latent vector is equivalent
to the high-level feature in encoding-decoding networks. Then, a convolutional network is
applied to distinguish input images x from those generated images x′, rather than yielding













(b) The network structure of GAN
Figure 1.1: Comparison of network structures of the encoding-decoding networks and
generative adversarial network (GAN).
Since the invention of GAN, it has flooded image generation related areas in the computer
vision community. Many alternatives of GAN have been proposed either to improve GAN in
terms of the quality of generated images, or to modify the structure of GAN to achieve more
tacks. For example, the works published in the years of 2016 and 2017 [113, 90, 152, 88, 4, 49]
improved either training method or the objective function of GAN to achieve stable training
or more photo-realistic images. In application-oriented works [87, 107, 145, 70, 139, 153],
GAN is mostly incorporated with an encoder-decoding network to generate specific images
instead of random generation in GAN.
1.2.2 Image Manipulation
Image manipulation is to alter or transform an image to achieve desired results. This work
will only focuses on deep learning based image manipulation. Generally, deep learning based
methods do not manipulated images in the pixel space, instead, they traverse in the latent
vector space to achieve image morphing, or concatenating different conditions to the latent
vector to yield conditioned images. Such latent vectors are mostly input to a deconvolutional
network as shown in Fig. 1.1 (the latent vector z). The latent vectors could be high-level
features obtained from a convolutional network like in encoding-decoding networks (Fig. 1.1a)
or random draws as in GAN (Fig. 1.1b). A common way of manipulating the latent vector is
to interpolate between two anchor points in the latent space and feedforward the interpolated
points through a pre-trained deconvolutional network (e.g., a generator) to yield morphing
between the images corresponding to the two anchor points. Therefore, images could be
manipulated by traversing in the latent space as shown in Fig. 1.2.
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A more empirical way of image manipulation is to concatenate conditions to the latent
vectors. For example, Reed et al. [107] generated images conditioned on given text, Zhang
et al. [148] rendered face images based on conditioned age and gender, and Zhu et al. [153]
generated images based on manual edit on the original images. Fig. 1.3 shows some examples
from existing works.
Another image manipulation is to directly learn a mapping from the original image to
desired results. It may not involve manipulation of or conditional concatenation to the
latent vectors. Usually, such manipulation is referred to as image transformation. Isola
et al. [52] transfered image from one domain to another, e.g., from images to sketches, or
from color images to gray scale images. Ledig et al. [70] generate high-resolution images
from correspondingly low-resolution ones. Some examples are displayed in Fig. 1.4.
1.3 Motivation and Contribution
This work will focus on GAN-based image synthesis, which have been empirically explored
in many areas and various of applications. A common framework is to incorporate GAN
with autoencoding networks, and it has been demonstrated to be more effective and stable
than the vanilla GAN. However, the lack of theoretical reasoning shadows the significance
of those empirical achievements. Moving away from application-oriented derivations as in
most existing works, Chapter 2 analyzes the intrinsic properties and drawbacks of GAN and
discusses the empirical remedies in a more theoretical manner.
Based on GAN, which originally targets at image generation in a random fashion,
Chapter 3 further investigates the conditional image generation that is better motivated
by real-world applications like those aforementioned tasks. Specifically, this work develops a
novel network structure for human face age progression and regression, which first achieves
bidirectional face manipulation with respect to the age. More importantly, the generated
faces from the proposed method are of higher reality and resolution compared to existing
works.
Observe that most application-oriented methods incorporate autoencoder (or conditional
autoencoder) with GAN, including the face aging method described in Chapter 3, Chapter 4
8
Figure 1.2: Manipulation on the latent vectors [42]
(a) Generating images from text [107] (b) Generating image based on edit [153]
(c) Generating faces conditioned on age [148]
Figure 1.3: Examples of conditional image manipulation.
(a) Domain transfermation [52] (b) Image super resolution [70]. Left: 4× super-resolved
image. Right: original image.
Figure 1.4: Examples of image transformation.
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gives the first attempt to investigating the drawback of such composite and proposes the
decoupled learning to solve the potential instability issue.
Chapter 5 introduces the idea of conditional image synthesis in image super-resolution,
which traditionally recovers higher-resolution image from its low-resolution counterpart.
We further incorporate a reference image (high-resolution) as the condition to synthesize
the high-resolution image by transferring rich and real texture from the reference. This




Instability of GAN and Stabilization
The GAN has become an important and widely adopted algorithm in image generation
and manipulation. Many recent works cooperated GANs with autoencoding networks to
generate photo-realistic images conditioned on input images. They were mostly driven by
specific tasks — generating images from certain condition instead of noise. However, the
merit of incorporating autoencoding nets is far more than introducing conditions. This
chapter aims to demonstrate those hidden non-trivial merits of incorporating autoencoding
nets to GAN, i.e., relaxing the mode missing problem where large volumes of probability
mass tend to collapse onto a few major modes, and potentially stabilizing the training of
generator. We provide theoretical reasonings on how GAN is powered by autoencoding to
relax the two compelling issues. We further show that by adding an adaptive decay variable
to the adversarial error, the instability issue caused by competition between the generator
and discriminator is largely alleviated.
Several empirical methods (e.g., incorporating encoding-decoding structure or designing
specific training strategies) have been proposed to resolve these issues. However, theoretical
derivation and remedy to these drawbacks remains an opening topic. Experimental
results on compositional digits, natural images, and faces all show superior performance
of autoencoding-based GAN in handling the mode missing and instability problem.
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2.1 Introduction
Despite the great potential, the vanilla (non-conditional) GANs are still generally considered
very difficult to train with undamped oscillations often occur during the convergence process;
and on top of that, they suffer from the so-called mode missing problem, where large volumes
of probability mass tend to collapse onto a few modes [12]. In recent years, multiple works
have been proposed to deal with the problem of mode missing and instability during training.
Generally speaking, those methods can be divided into two categories: 1) autoencoding-based
methods and 2) strategy-based methods.
In autoencoding-based methods, [113] proposed feature matching that utilized an
intermediate layer of the discriminator (behaves like an encoder) to minimize the feature
distance between the real and generated data. [67] combined GAN with VAE [61], thus
utilizing reconstruction error between the real and generated data to regulate the training.
Similarly, [152, 24, 12] incorporated the autoencoding structure into GANs to avoid mode
missing as well as stabilize the training procedure. [72] proposed an alternative way of
learning a generative model by maximum mean discrepancy (MMD). All of these works
share the similar idea — directly matching the statistics of generated data to that of the real
data by introducing an autoencoder-like architecture. In the original GANs, however, the
statistics of generated data is matched to that specified by a discriminator (indirect estimate
of the real data distribution), which has been demonstrated to cause mode missing [90, 12].
The strategy-based methods preserve the basic structure of GANs but improve the
way how the generator and/or discriminator is updated. For example, [3] suggested to
add continuous noise to the input of discriminator, which could fix the instability and
vanishing gradients issues. [90] unrolled the iterative updating procedure of GANs and
approximated the discriminator toward optimal when updating the generator. Thus, ideally,
the GAN may minimize the Jason-Shannon divergence, solving the mode missing problem.
[29] extended GANs to multiple discriminators and trained the generator against the best
available discriminator. In this process, they also tried to obtain more optimal discriminator
while updating the generator. [113] introduced an extra layer into the discriminator to
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coordinate all samples with a mini batch, instead of considering those samples as independent
like in the original GANs. This method avoided the collapse of the generator.
Although these solutions boosted the performance of GANs to various degrees, they tend
to be heuristic-driven that lack theoretical reasoning. Therefore, the effectiveness of these
solutions can only be validated through empirical study. From a more theoretical perspective,
we ask ourselves the question why incorporating an autoencoder to GAN would solve the
mode missing problem.
This chapter attempts to answer this question with more rigorous theoretical analy-
sis [149]. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 provides general
background on GANs and the theoretical reasoning on the cause of the mode missing problem
based on study from [3]. Section 2.3 elaborates on that incorporating an autoencoder alike
structure avoid mode missing. A simple but effective method of decaying the undamped
oscillation as the generator approaching optimum is proposed in section 2.4. Experimental
result are shown in section 2.6.
2.2 Drawbacks of GAN
We first review the basic objective of GANs and its relation to Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence (Sec. 2.2.1). Then, we explain the cause of mode missing (Sec. 2.2.2) and
instability (Sec. 2.2.3) from a theoretical perspective based on [3].





Ex∼px [logD(x)] + Ez∼pz [log(1−D(G(z)))] , (2.1)
where px denotes the distribution of real data x ∈ Ωx, and pz is a prior distribution of
the latent variable z ∈ Ωz, which is generally assumed to be white noise. The functions
D : Ωx → [0, 1] and G : Ωz → x denote the discriminator and generator, respectively.
Given samples from a prior distribution z ∼ pz, they are mapped to the data space by
G(z) = x. The discriminator D(x) distinguishes the real data x ∼ px from generated data
G(z) = x ∼ pg, where pg denotes the distribution of the generated data. The goal is to learn
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pg, achieving pg = px so that the discriminator cannot distinguish the generated data from
real ones.
2.2.1 Relation to Kullback–Leibler Divergence
In GAN, D and G are updated by alternatively maximizing L(D) and minimizing L(G)
where
LD = Ex∼px [logD(x)] + Ex∼pg [log(1−D(x)] , (2.2)
LG = Ez∼pz [log(1−D(G(z))] . (2.3)





The proof can be found in [42]. Plugging Eq. 2.4 into Eq. 2.2, LD∗ = 2JS(px‖pg)− 2 log 2,
where JS(·) ∈ [0, 1] computes the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence. When px = pg,
LD∗ yields the minimum, −2 log 2, indicating that the generator approaches its optimal.
Therefore, the general strategy for generative modeling is to minimize JS divergence. Note
that JS divergence is symmetric, which is constructed by the asymmetric KL divergence.
Ideally, the optimal G could be obtained by minimizing the JS divergence with respect
to G when D is optimal. In the alternative updating manner, however, D is fixed when
updating G, so D cannot be guaranteed optimal as G is updated. Assuming the optimal






















where KL(·) denotes the KL divergence. The generator aims to minimize LG, which is
equivalent to minimizing the KL divergence between pg and px when D is temporarily
optimal. However, KL divergence is an asymmetric measurement, which is the intrinsic
cause of the mode missing problem (detailed in Sec. 2.2.2).
2.2.2 Mode missing
As discussed in Sec. 2.2.1, the optimal G given D∗ minimizes the JS divergence between px
and pg, which is the general objective of generative modeling. However, the loss function of G
(shown in Eq. 2.5) only measures the asymmetric KL divergence instead of the symmetric JS
divergence. Fig. 2.1 illustrates the asymmetric behavior of KL divergence. The dashed blue
curve and dotted red curve represent pg(x) and px(x), respectively. The data distribution
px has two modes. The solid black curve displays the derivative of the Kullback-Leibler
divergence at each x. If pg(x) > px(x), ∇xKL (pg ‖(px + pg)/2) is large; otherwise, if pg(x) <
px(x), it is small. Because the generator tends to minimize Eq. 2.5, the cost LG is much
higher when pg(x) > px(x) than that when pg(x) < px(x).
Intuitively, pg(x) > px(x) indicates that a generated sample x does not look real, while
pg(x) < px(x) implies that a real data sample is with low probability of being from the
generator. In essence, Eq. 2.5 punishes more on generating unrealistic samples than on
mode missing, which results in the problem of mode missing. This is a deficiency caused
x














Figure 2.1: A toy example of Kullback-Leibler divergence.
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intrinsically by the design of objective function of the generator. In practice, Eq. 2.6 is used
instead of Eq. 2.5 since it is difficult to guarantee an optimal D and derive well formated loss
like Eq. 2.5. In addition, px and pg are intractable because we could only observe samples
extracted from them, rather than the exact distribution. In Eq. 2.6, pd(y = 0|x) denotes the
probability of a given x is discriminated as fake (y = 0). Minimizing pd(y = 0|x ∼ pg) forces
x ∼ pg to be like real samples. Still, mode missing is not sufficiently punished in this loss
function.
LG = Ex∼pg [log(pd(y = 0|x))], (2.6)
2.2.3 Instability in Training
In this section, we discuss and tackle one component of the general instability issue of GAN,
i.e., the unstable update of the generator during training, namely, gradient vanishing and
exploring, and undamped oscillation as GAN approaches the saddle point, where the two
losses in Eqs. 2.2 and 2.3 achieve the Nash equilibrium1.
Fixing the discriminator D(x) which is differentiable, the gradient of generator G(z) with


















where JθGθ denotes the Jacobian of G w.r.t. its parameter θ, and ‖Ex∼pg [JθGθ]‖2 is bounded
for a differentiable generator. If D is a perfect discriminator D†, D†(x)|x∼px = 1 and
D†(x)|x∼pg = 0. Note that a perfect discriminator is an optimal discriminator, but an
optimal discriminator is not necessarily a perfect one. When D is approaching D† and
1In game theory, the Nash equilibrium is a solution concept of a non-cooperative game involving two or
more players in which each player is assumed to know the equilibrium strategies of the other players, and





D(x) = 0, (2.8)
lim
D→D†










which corresponds to the condition of gradient vanishing, where the generator is trapped
into a bad state without update. On the contrary, if the generator achieves optimum G∗
given D†, D†(G∗(z)) = 1. Then,
lim
G→G∗
D(x) = 1, and ‖Ex∼pg [∇xD(x)]‖2 > 0. (2.11)









which indicates the phenomenon of unstable update ofG when it is approaching the optimum.
Because Gθ is assumed to be differentiable on θ, the optimal G is achieved at certain θ, where
the gradient w.r.t. θ is not necessary to be zero although the generated images from Gθ make
D yield 1. In practice, D and G are updated alternatively based on mini-batch learning.
Therefore, the discriminator is more likely optimal rather than perfect. For a mini-batch,
however, the discriminator may be locally perfect, then the behavior of instability would
deteriorate the generator. Therefore, starting to train the generator after training a perfect
discriminator causes gradient explosion, which partly explains why alternative update of D
and G is suggested in [42].
Now, assume D = D∗ and G = G∗ after epochs of training, then pg = px and D(x) = 1/2
(Eq. 2.4). Under this condition, we expect ∇θLG = 0. However, Ex∼pg [D(x)] = 1/2 and
‖Ex∼pg [∇xD(x)]‖2 > 0. Therefore,∇θLG 6= 0 that forces the generator to keep being updated
towards D(x)|x∼pg = 1. Simultaneously, the discriminator tries to make D(x)|x∼pg = 0. In
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this game, Ex∼pg [D(x)] will present undamped oscillation, which can be observed from the
updated gradient of G.
2.3 GAN Incorporated with Autoencoder
Given the optimal discriminator D∗(x), the original objective of G (Eq. 2.3) is equivalent to
minimizing KL divergence. As discussed in Sec. 2.2.2, the mode missing is mainly caused by
the weak penalty on the case of pg(x) < px(x). Let’s first consider another KL divergence
that emphasize the cost on mode missing, i.e., minimizing KL(px‖pg) which punishes more















=Ex∼px [log px(x)]− Ex∼px [log pg(x)] ,
(2.13)
where Ex∼px [log px(x)] could be considered as a constant because the unknown data
distribution is fixed. We need to update G to maximize Ex∼px [log pg(x)], which fits pg
to px without mode missing. However, we only have observations drawn from px and pg
instead of analytical expression, so direct comparison between px and pg is intractable.
An intuitive way of comparing two unknown distributions would then be the Monte
Carlo method, which estimates distance of two arbitrary distributions by repeated random
sampling. A direct measurement is maximum mean discrepancy (MMD), which measures
the kernel-based distance of every sample pair within and between px and pg. In other word,
MMD blindly computes the distance of all sample pairs. Yet a more effective measurement
is to compare the sample pairs assigned by the Hungarian method, where average distance
between non-repetitive pairs is minimized.
Assume two large but finite sample sets Xx and Xg, of the same size, n, randomly drawn
from px and pg, respectively. Suppose the Hungarian assignment function is H : Xx → Xg
based on a distance metric L(x,H(x)), x ∈ Xx and H(x) ∈ Xg, such that Ex∈Xx [L(x,H(x))]
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is minimized. Then the distance between px and pg can be measured by
Ex∈Xx [L(x,H(x))]. (2.14)
Ideally, if px = pg, Eq. 2.14 achieves its minimum. In practice, the training dataset could
be considered as Xx, and Xg consists of the generated samples. In GANs, G(z) generates Xg
from random sampling, z ∼ pz. However, in mini-batch learning, the size of Xx is limited
(e.g., 50 or 100), which cannot sufficiently represent the true distribution of px. In addition,
both x ∈ Xx and xg ∈ Xg are sampled through stochastic process, so the samples in batches
may diverse significant although the they are drawn from the same distribution. Therefore,
a limited number of random samples would result in larger average distance from Eq. 2.14.
Furthermore, the computational complexity of Hungarian matching is O(n3). Therefore, it
will be more efficient if the Hungarian assignment function H : Xx → Xg is learned through
a network.
In many existing works, H(x) is interpreted as an encoding-decoding structure where
the input-output pairs would result in average minimum distance, and L(x,H(x)) may be
interpreted as the reconstruction error. For example, [67, 12] concatenated an encoder to
the generator, which together forms an autoencoder that is equivalent to the functionality of
H(x). [113] reused the discriminator network as an encoder to compare higher level feature of
the real and generated data, in which the discriminator also performed like L(x,H(x)). [152]
replaced the discriminator by an autoencoder. Although many related works have verified
the effectiveness of incorporating autoencoder-like structure to the GAN, the discussion is
rather heuristic and empirical. Here, we provide theoretical reasoning of the effectiveness
from the perspective of avoiding mode missing.
For the case of autoencoder, H(x) = G(E(x)), where E(x) = z denotes an encoder.
Rewriting Eq. 2.14, the equivalent tractable objective is
Ex∼px [L(x,G(E(x)))] . (2.15)
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Adding Eq. 2.15 to the original formulation of GANs (Eq. 2.1), we obtain the new objective
function that penalizes both unrealisticness as well as mode missing,
Ex∼px [log (D(x)(1−D(H(x)))) + λL(x,H(x))], (2.16)
where λ balances the effect of reconstruction error, and H(x) = G(E(x)). Fig. 2.2 illustrates
the effect of adding an encoder to GAN. From left to right are results after training by 200,
400, 600, 800, and 1000 batches. The real data distribution (blue dotted) is mixed Gaussian
with two modes. The red curve shows the distribution of generated data.
2.4 Adaptive Decay on Adversarial Effect
Compared to the objective of GANs, Eq. 2.16 appends an extra regularization Ex∼px [L(x,H(x))],
whose gradient with respect to the generator is non-zero if we do not consider overfitting.
Therefore, the problem of gradient vanishing, as analyzed in Eq. 2.10, is naturally resolved
because the gradient with respect to the generator in Eq. 2.16 is always non-zero even if
D → D†.
For the problem of instability, it tends to occur when G approaches G∗ as shown in
Eq. 2.12, which makes ‖Ex∼pg [D(x)− 1]‖2 approaching 0, resulting in gradient explosion. In
addition, even though the discriminator and generator both achieve optimum, the loss of G
is not zero, causing the undamped oscillation. To solve this problem, we introduce a dynamic
px
pg
Figure 2.2: Comparison of GAN (top) and GAN + encoder (bottom).
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variable αL ≤ 1 whose value will reduce as G approaches its optimum — Ex∼px [L(x,H(x))]
approach zero. Then, Eq. 2.16 can be rewritten as
Ex∼px [log(D(x)(1− αLD(H(x)))) + λL(x,H(x))], (2.17)
where αL = min{αEx∼px [L(x,H(x))], 1}, α ∈ [0,∞). Intuitively, if α = 0, the effect of
discriminator is muted, then the network functions as an autoencoder. If α approaches
infinity, it becomes a normal GAN+AE. When updating the generator, αL is considered a








For differentiable D and G, ∇θD(H(x)) = C1 is finite, and D(H(x)) = C2 ∈ [0, 1].
Because the extreme case D(H(x)) = 1 yields infinite ∆θ (Eq. 2.12), an αL < 1 could
suppress the unstable update driven by the discriminator.
The more general instability is the undamped oscillation when both D and G approach
their optima, then D(x) ≈ D(H(x)) ≈ 1/2. In addition, ∇θL(x,H(x)) = ε, where ε is a








In vanilla GAN or GAN+AE (αL = 1), ∆θ 6= 0, although px = pg. Then, the training
process will arrive at the Nash equilibrium and present undamped oscillation on ∆θ. On
the contrary, by incorporating αL, which may decrease exponentially with L(x,H(x)), the
gradient flows from the discriminator will be significantly suppressed towards zero.











which approaches infinite if D(x)|x∼px → 0. This would effectively discourage the strategy
of training the generator for a long time without updating the discriminator. To ensure
symmetric objective, αL = 1 (α→∞) when updating the discriminator.
The effect of αL is shown in Fig. 2.3. They start with the same initial parameters. In
GAN+AE+αL, αL is activated when L(x,H(x)) < 10. The original AE converges slower
than GAN+AE, and αL boosts the convergence. In addition, αL stabilizes the update of
generator.
2.5 Training Strategy
Ideally, an optimal discriminator should be obtained first, and then a generator is trained
based on it. In the original GAN, this idea is infeasible because the optimal discriminator
cannot be achieved without sufficient high quality generated data. In addition, a perfect
discriminator results in gradient vanishing. Therefore, the discriminator and generator
have to be updated alternatively from the very beginning. However, with the auxiliary
of autoencoder (reconstruction error), the generator can fit pg to px without participation
of the discriminator. From the empirical study in [67], pg from autoencoder is a smoothed
version of px, e.g., the image from an autoencoder looks like blurred. We refer the smoothed
version of px as the autoencoder mean. At the same time, the discriminator is trained to
Batch (100 images per batch)
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of autoencoder (AE), GAN with autoencoder (GAN+AE) and
additionally with αL (GAN+AE+αL) on the MNIST dataset.
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distinguish the real data and generated data (autoencoder mean). Because the real data and
autoencoder mean only differ in texture (sharpness), the discriminator will mainly learn this
difference. The next stage is to alternatively update the generator and discriminator like
GANs. In this stage, the texture learned by the discriminator is fed back to the generator,
making it generate more realistic and high-fidelity samples. Our training strategy is detailed
in Algorithm 2.1.
2.5.1 Regularization on z
The GAN draw z from a prior, e.g., Gaussian or uniform distribution. In the VAE and most
adversarial generative models with autoencoder-like architecture, the latent variable z is
also assumed to be Gaussian, mixed Gaussian, or uniform. However, z could be an arbitrary
distribution [2], which could be decided in an unsupervised manner during the training
process. In generative modeling, the distribution of z is supposed to fill the latent space
of z, ideally evenly spread because it benefits the generating of unseen samples. However,
the basic autoencoder (without regularization on z) aims to precisely reconstruct the input
data instead of flexibly generating new data from random z. Therefore, z from a well-
trained autoencoder may present a hole in its distribution. For example, assuming the
tanh activation function is used to constrain z in values between -1 and 1, z may be with
extremely high probability to be either -1 or 1, as shown in Fig. 2.5. (left). Another reason
of presenting a “hole” is that the training process easily pushes z towards the saturation area
of the activation functions like sigmoid and tanh. The “hole” should be avoid in generative
modeling because squeezing the hight density area of z to the boundary of the latent space is
equivalent to squeezing the capacity of generating unseen or interpolated samples. Therefore,
more intuitively, we should punish the hole-like distribution, rather than directly assuming
a specific one (e.g., Gaussian). Suppose an activation function f : R → [a, b], a, b ∈ R and
a < b (e.g., sigmoid or hyperbolic tangent — tanh), we propose an novel regularization term
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Algorithm 2.1 Training strategy of GAN+AE+αL
1: Input: the training dataset Xx, weight of reconstruction loss λ, and decay rate α.
2: Initialize the encoder E, generator G, and discriminator D, which are parameterized by
θ, φ, and ϕ, respectively.
3: Stage 1: pre-train E and G
4: repeat
5: unrepeated samples {x1, x2, · · · , xm} ⊂ Xx






















9: Stage 2: sharpen the generated data
10: repeat
11: unrepeated samples {x1, x2, · · · , xm} ⊂ Xx





















[log(1− αLD(G(E(xi))) + λL(xi −G(E(xi)))]







16: until terminating criterion is met
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(∣∣∣∣zi − b+ a2
∣∣∣∣− β b− a2
))
(2.20)
where σ(·) is the sigmoid function. Lz is maximized when zi’s are distributed at the boundary
a and b, which indicates the extreme case of presenting a “hole”. The parameter β ∈ [0, 1]
sets the threshold of how close to the boundary will be punished, and larger β pushes the
threshold closer to the boundaries. The parameter γ > 1 controls steepness of the threshold.
Fig. 2.4 illustrate the behavior of Lz. Assume the activation function is tanh (a = −1
and b = 1). Larger |zi − (b − a)/2| indicates that zi is more close to the boundary a or
b. Comparing the solid blue and dashed red curves, which are only different in β, larger
β punishes more on the condition that z is distributed more close to the boundaries. The
solid blue and dotted yellow curves shows the difference in γ, which controls the steepness
of thresholding.
When setting the parameters of Eq. 2.20, Lz is supposed to increase drastically only when
z is distributed close to the saturation region of the activation function. In addition, we would
like to avoid the saturation area of sigmoid function in Eq. 2.20 because it results in zero
gradient and fails the regularization on z. Therefore, we set β = 1 to prevent zero gradient,
jzi ! (b + a)=2j












Figure 2.4: The behavior of Lz (Eq. 2.20) with different parameters β and γ.
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and control the regularization only by γ. Fig. 2.5 illustrates the effect of regularization on
z with different γ. Assume the activation function is tanh, and β = 1.The left figure shows
the distribution of z from GAN+AE on MNIST. The rest show the distribution of z from
GAN+AE with regularization on z but with different γ.



















The uniform distribution could be considered as the boundary of hole-like and Gaussian-
like distribution, and its MAD is (b − a)/4. Ideally, Lz ≈ 0 for uniformly distributed
E(x). Therefore, we should set β > 1/2, which means it is seen as close to the boundaries
when MAD(E(x)) > (b − a)/4, and Lz will increase quickly. Because of the non-binary
thresholding, whose steepness is controlled by γ, β is related to γ in the way of
γ = − 2 log ε
(β − 1/2) (b− a)
, (2.23)
where ε ≈ 0 (e.g., ε = 0.001) denotes the cost Lz when E(x) presents a uniform distribution.
-1 0 1 
No constraint
-1 0 1 
. = 101
-1 0 1 
. = 102
-1 0 1 
. = 103
Figure 2.5: Effect of the regularization on z.
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2.5.2 Random Sampling of z
Because we assume z is in an arbitrary distribution, a sampling mechanism is required.
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods can learn to sample from a probability
distribution, but it has to construct a Markov chain that has the desired distribution of
its equilibrium distribution. Arici and Celikyilmaz [2] adopted a RBM, located in between
the generator and discriminator, to learn the distribution of z. We use a simple method
without learning any extra model — inverse transform sampling (ITS).
Definition 2.1. Assume the distribution of z is pz, and its cumulative distribution function
is U = Φ(z), then U has a uniform distribution on [0, 1]. Therefore, Φ−1(U) ∼ pz.
Give a pre-trained model, we can numerically approximate the distribution of z and
obtain Φ(z). Then z from an arbitrary distribution pz can be sampled from the uniformly
distributed variable U through Φ−1(U).
2.6 Experimental Evaluation
We claim that encoding-decoding structure is a more appealing way to stabilize the training
of GAN, and at the same time avoiding mode missing. Therefore, we mainly compare two
categories of methods that tend to solve the mode missing problem: 1) encoding-decoding-
based GANs and 2) strategy-based alternatives that preserve the basic structure of GANs but
improve the loss function (GMMN [72]), training procedure (mini-batch discriminator [113]),
or update strategy (unrolled GAN [90]). Table 2.1 displays the methods in comparison.
Table 2.1: Notation of methods in comparison
Notation Method
GAN Vanilla GAN [42]
GMMN Minimize MMD [72]
GAN+MMD Incorporate MMD as loss function
GAN+MB Mini-batch [113]
GAN+UR Unrolled GAN [90]
GAN+AE Incorporate encoder to GAN
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We evaluate their performance in aspects of convergence speed, number of missing modes,
and quality of generated images. For fair comparison, we implement each method with
the same architecture of convolution and deconvolution network, with the same learning
rate (0.002 with the Adam optimizer), kernel size (5 × 5), batch size (100), activation
function (ReLU), and prior distribution of z (uniform). The proposed regularization on
z is applied on GAN+AE to ensure uniform distribution. In addition, `2-norm is adopted
to measure the reconstruction error, and the parameter λ in Eq. 2.17 is set to be 100 in all
the following experiments. Table 2.2 shows details of the Conv and Deconv nets. Note that
the network is not delicately designed to achieve the best performance, since the ultimate
goal is to demonstrate the stability by adding autoencoder to GAN. For a fair comparison,
we choose the same network structure for each method. Each method could be implemented
by assembling one or two conv and deconv nets, e.g., GAN is constructed by a conv net
(discriminator) and a deconv net (generator), and GAN+AE consists two conv nets (encoder
and discriminator) and a deconv net (generator).
2.6.1 Performance Metrics
We first compare the convergence speed on MNIST [68] and use it as the base line, then on
the compositional MNIST with 1000 modes to estimate the number of missing modes of each
method. The Inception Scores [113] on MNIST, the compositional MNIST and CIFAR10 [62]
are calculated to evaluate the quality of generated images. Note that we report the inception
score results along with our own implementation on MNIST and the compositional MNIST
datasets. For CIFAR10, the inception score is calculated based on the pre-trained Imagenet
model. The specific experimental setting and analysis are discussed in the corresponding
Table 2.2: Details of convolution and deconvolution networks
Conv Size Deconv Size
Input (gray/color image) a× a× 1 or 3 Input 50
Conv, ReLU, BN a/2× a/2× 64 FC, ReLU, BN 1024
Conv, ReLU, BN a/4× a/4× 128 FC, ReLU, BN, reshape a/4× a/4× 128
reshape, FC, ReLU, BN 1024 Deconv, ReLU, BN a/2× a/2× 64
FC, Sigmoid 50 or 1 (for D) Deconv, Sigmoid a× a× 1 or 3
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sections. In addition, CIFAR10 and three face datasets (i.e., Morph [109] and FGNET [65],
CelebA [80]) are used to verify the performance on generating natural images. Finally, we
verify the proposed training strategy in decaying the undamped oscillation problem.
2.6.2 Evaluation on the MNIST dataset
We apply all the methods in Table 2.1 on the MNIST dataset, and the interpolation results
between two random digits at epochs 1 and 10 are shown in Fig. 2.6.
The corresponding inception score of each method at epoch 20 is listed in Table 2.3.
Obviously, GMMN cannot generate clear digits, GAN+UR converges very slowly, and
GAN+AE achieves the best visual quality and highest inception score, which also indicates
the higher quality of generated images from GAN+AE.
Note that the inception score of GAN+AE on the CIFAR-10 dataset in Table 2.3 ranks
lower than those of GAN, LSGAN, and GAN+UR. In addition, all standard deviation are
significantly higher than those on MNIST and MNIST1000. This may be caused by the
inherent design of inception score whose performance highly depends on that of the classifier.
And we use a pre-trained model on ImageNet instead of a state-of-the-art model specifically
trained on CIFAR-10.










Figure 2.6: Comparison of different methods on the MNIST dataset.
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Table 2.3: Inception scores of each method tested with 10,000 samples on three datasets
Method MNIST MNIST1000 CIFAR10
GAN 2.22± .009 2.18± .017 2.53± 2.34
GMMN 2.00± .014 2.05± .028 1.48± 1.44
GAN+MMD 2.22± .008 2.13± .023 2.37± 2.19
GAN+MB 2.19± .005 2.04± .049 1.41± 1.26
GAN+UR 2.17± .010 2.07± .024 2.39± 2.16
GAN+AE 2.28± .003 2.29± .028 1.89± 1.73
2.6.3 Evaluation on the Compositional MNIST dataset
The compositional MNIST dataset is constructed by randomly picking three digits from
MNIST and form a three-digit number from 000 to 999. Specifically, we stitch three 28× 28
images horizontally, and then remove the horizontal space between digits. Finally, the three-
digit image is resized to the same size as MNIST. Fig. 2.7 shows the results of each method
at epoch 20. Again, GAN+AE presents more appealing results.
To count the number of missed modes, we employ the method inspired by [12], i.e.,
testing the optimal discriminator by real data. If the expectation of discriminator outputs
from certain mode is close to 1 (e.g., larger than 0.8), the corresponding input mode is
considered as missed mode.
From Table 2.4, we observe that GAN+AE converges the fastest. After 50 epochs,
GAN+MB, GAN+UR, and GAN+AE all perform similar. However, GMMN gains nothing
GAN GMMN GAN+MMD GAN+MB GAN+UR GAN+AE
Figure 2.7: Comparison of different methods on compositional MNIST dataset.
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Table 2.4: Number of missed modes on the compositional MNIST dataset







from more training iterations. GAN+MMD eventually outperforms both GAN and GMMN.
In this experiment, GAN+AE shows superior performance in aspects of convergence rate as
well as the capability in avoiding missing mode.
2.6.4 Evaluation on Natural Images and Faces
In the experiment, we compare all the methods on natural images (CIFAR-10) and faces
(CelebA [80]). The results are shown in Fig. 2.8. The samples are obtained after 20 epochs.
On the CIFAR-10 dataset (Fig. 2.8 top), the generated images from GAN and GAN+UR
look more plausible with lower noise and higher resolution. However, they are not realistic
images, and they are mixture from multiple objects or backgrounds. Still, GMMN cannot
compete with other GAN-based methods. GAN+MB shows unstable output at this stage.
GAN+AE shows more noise (or details) as compared to GAN and GAN+UR, but it tends to
prevent the mixing issue. We also provide the result of AE, which removes the discriminator
from GAN+AE, to illustrate the effect of the encoding part. We can see that the result
of AE is blurred but there is no mixing effect. This advantage is brought into GAN+AE,
assisting the generation of more discriminative images. Same effect can be observed from
the results on the face dataset (Fig. 2.8 bottom).
Generally, the methods without encoding-decoding structure, i.e., GAN, GMMN,
GAN+MB, and GAN+UR, tend to generate images look like mixture from multiple objects,
especially when learning on natural images. Compared to AE which generates images but
with blurred objects, GAN+AE preserves more texture (or noise) and tends to prevent the
mixing effect like other methods. Therefore, GAN+AE could be considered as intermediate
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GAN GMMN GAN+MB GAN+UR GAN+AE AE
Figure 2.8: Comparison of different methods on the CIFAR-10 and face datasets.
between GANs and AE. On the face dataset, all methods perform better than on the CIFAR-
10 dataset because the diversity of face is much lower than the natural objects. However,
GANs without encoder still yield distorted faces as compared to GAN+AE and AE.
2.6.5 Evaluation on Multiple Domains
To test the performs on multi-domain dataset, we merge the MNIST, CIFAR-10, and
UTKFace datasets. The result after 20 epochs is shown in Fig. 2.9. Note that the
morphing between digits and natural images (or faces) shows relatively clear boundary
for GAN, GAN+MB, and GAN+UR, while GMMN and GAN+AE present smoother
morphing between any domains. Part of the reason is both GMMN and GAN+AE introduce
direct comparison between real and generated data, rather than only fitting the generation
distribution to a distribution indirectly specified by the discriminator. In addition, smooth
morphing with variational inference (e.g., encoding) is more appealing for real applications,
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GAN GMMN GAN+MB GAN+UR GAN+AE
Figure 2.9: Comparison of different methods on the multi-domain dataset.
e.g., domain transformation and attribute manipulation, because the attributes of generated
image can be specified by a input instead of uncontrollable random sampling.
2.6.6 Evaluation on Stability with Adaptive Decay
We claim that the variable αL (Eq. 2.17) will decay the undamped oscillation caused by
competition between the generator and discriminator. In addition, αL prevents the extreme
cases of gradient vanishing or explosion. Comparing the results of GAN+AE and AE, the
update of the generator propagated from the discriminator will significantly add texture and
noise (or ghost) to the generated images. Therefore, we prefer a small αL that suppresses the
gradient from discriminator when the reconstruction error is lower than certain threshold. In
this experiment, we set α = 0.1 and compare GAN+AE and GAN+AE+αL on a composite
dataset made with images from Morph and FGNET as they contain different ethnicity, age
groups that would make the generative task even more challenging. Fig. 2.10 shows the
comparison results using GAE+AE with and without αL. GAN+AE and GAN+AE+αL
are trained based on a pre-trained model on the face dataset. The top shows comparison
on discriminator loss (average output of the discriminator). We can clearly observe the
suppressed oscillation by adding the variable αL. And as a result, the generated images are
more photo-realistic and sharp.
2.7 Summary
In this chapter, we made the initial attempt to theoretically reasoning the effectiveness
of autoencoder-based GANs. We showed that with the incorporation of an autoencoder,
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of GAN+AE with and without αL.
the reconstruction error serves the purpose of penalizing the missing mode, thus effectively
alleviating the mode missing problem in GAN. Based on this framework, we also elaborated
the cause of instability in training generators and showed that by adding an adaptive decay
variable in the objective function, the gradient vanishing and explosion, as well as the




In deep learning based image manipulation, the encoding-decoding structure (i.e., autoen-
coder) is mostly adopted, which is a convolution-deconvolution network. Since the invention
of GAN, the reality and resolution have been significantly enhanced compared to the
lonely autoencoding network. Chapter 2 has discussed the advantages of incorporating an
autoencoder with GAN, which stabilizes the training process, avoids mode missing, and more
importantly spreads the practicality of GAN. Applications on image manipulation using deep
learning (i.e., autoencoder and/or GAN) are too broad to be throughly discuss in limited
pages. However, they share the similar idea that is to manipulate the latent variable (e.g., the
high-level feature) or to concatenate conditions to the latent variable, and thus to indirectly
and semantically manipulate the images. Instead of generally describing the large family of
image manipulation, we focus on conditional image manipulation with a specific application
— human face age progression and regression. To our best knowledge, manipulating images
by conditions on the latent variable is the most popular way in various of tasks.
Manipulating the age appearance by GAN-based networks is still a novel and practically
valuable task, and few of existing works could achieve perceptually good manipulation, i.e.,
generating realistic and high-resolution faces with required age. When asking the question
“If I provide you a face image of mine (without telling you the actual age when I took
the picture) and a large amount of face images that I crawled (containing labeled faces of
different ages but not necessarily paired), can you show me what I would look like when I
am 80 or what I was like when I was 5?” The answer is probably a “No.” Most existing
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face aging works attempt to learn the transformation between age groups and thus would
require the paired samples as well as the labeled query image. In this chapter, we look at the
problem from a generative modeling perspective such that no paired samples is required. In
addition, given an unlabeled image, the generative model can directly produce the image with
desired age attribute (detailed in Sec. 3.1). We propose a conditional adversarial autoencoder
(CAAE in Sec. 3.2) that learns a face manifold, traversing on which smooth age progression
and regression can be realized simultaneously. In CAAE, the face is first mapped to a
latent vector through a convolutional encoder, and then the vector is projected to the face
manifold conditional on age through a deconvolutional generator. The latent vector preserves
personalized face features (i.e., personality) and the age condition controls progression vs.
regression. Two adversarial networks are imposed on the encoder and generator, respectively,
forcing to generate more photo-realistic faces. Experimental results (Sec. 3.3) demonstrate
the appealing performance and flexibility of the proposed framework by comparing with the
state-of-the-art and ground truth.
3.1 A Task: Face Age Progression/Regression
Face age progression (i.e., prediction of future looks) and regression (i.e., estimation of
previous looks), also referred to as face aging and rejuvenation, aims to render face images
with or without the “aging” effect but still preserve personalized features of the face (i.e.,
personality). It has tremendous impact to a wide-range of applications, e.g., face prediction
of wanted/missing person, age-invariant verification, entertainment, etc. The area has been
attracting a lot of research interests despite the extreme challenge in the problem itself. Most
of the challenges come from the rigid requirement to the training and testing datasets, as well
as the large variation presented in the face image in terms of expression, pose, resolution,
illumination, and occlusion. The rigid requirement on the dataset refers to the fact that
most existing works require the availability of paired samples, i.e., face images of the same
person at different ages, and some even require paired samples over a long range of age span,
which is very difficult to collect. For example, the largest aging dataset “Morph” [55] only
captured images with an average time span of 164 days for each individual. In addition,
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existing works also require the query image to be labeled with the true age, which can be
inconvenient from time to time. Given the training data, existing works normally divide
them into different age groups and learn a transformation between the groups, therefore, the
query image has to be labeled in order to correctly position the image.
Although age progression and regression are equally important, most existing works focus
on age progression. Very few works can achieve good performance of face rejuvenating,
especially for rendering baby face from an adult because they are mainly surface-based
modeling which simply remove the texture from a given image [81, 65, 35]. On the other hand,
researchers have made great progress on age progression. For example, the physical model-
based methods [127, 124, 65, 105] parametrically model biological facial change with age, e.g.,
muscle, wrinkle, skin, etc. However, they suffer from complex modeling, the requirement of
sufficient dataset to cover long time span, and are computationally expensive; the prototype-
based methods [128, 55, 118, 138] tend to divide training data into different age groups and
learn a transformation between groups. However, some can preserve personality but induce
severe ghosting artifacts, others smooth out the ghosting effect but lose personality, while
most relaxed the requirement of paired images over long time span, and the aging pattern
can be learned between two adjacent age groups. Nonetheless, they still need paired samples
over short time span.
In this chapter, we investigate the age progression/regression problem from the perspec-
tive of generative modeling [148]. The rapid development of generative adversarial networks
(GAN) has shown impressive results in face image generation [85, 152, 103, 78]. Here, we
assume that the face images lie on a high-dimensional manifold as shown in Fig. 3.1. Given a
query face, we could find the corresponding point (face) on the manifold. Stepping along the
direction of age changing, we will obtain the face images of different ages while preserving
personality. We propose a conditional adversarial autoencoder (CAAE)1 network to learn
the face manifold (detailed in Sec. 3.2). By controlling the age attribute, it will be flexible
to achieve age progression and regression at the same time. Because it is difficult to directly









Figure 3.1: Assuming the face images lie on a manifold (M), and images are clustered
according to their ages and personality by different directions.
through a convolutional encoder, and then the vector is projected to the face manifold
conditional on age through a deconvolutional generator. Two adversarial networks are
imposed on the encoder and generator, respectively, forcing to generate more photo-realistic
faces.
The benefit of the proposed CAAE can be summarized from four aspects. First, the
novel network architecture achieves both age progression and regression while generating
photo-realistic face images. Second, we deviate from the popular group-based learning, thus
not requiring paired samples in the training data or labeled face in the test data, making
the proposed framework much more flexible and general. Third, the disentanglement of
age and personality in the latent vector space helps preserving personality while avoiding
the ghosting artifacts. Finally, CAAE is robust against variations in pose, expression, and
occlusion.
3.1.1 Related Work
Age Progression and Regression
In recent years, the study on face age progression has been very popular, with approaches
mainly falling into two categories, physical model-based and prototype-based. Physical
model-based methods model the biological pattern and physical mechanisms of aging, e.g.,
the muscles [123], wrinkle [106, 124], facial structure [105, 65] etc. through either parametric
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or non-parametric learning. However, in order to better model the subtle aging mechanism,
it will require a large face dataset with long age span (e.g., from 0 to 80 years old) of each
individual, which is very difficult to collect. In addition, physical modeling-based approaches
are computationally expensive.
On the other hand, prototype-based approaches [9, 55] often divide faces into groups by
age, e.g., the average face of each group, as its prototype. Then, the difference between
prototypes from two age groups is considered the aging pattern. However, the aged face
generated from averaged prototype may lose the personality (e.g., wrinkles). To preserve the
personality, [118] proposed a dictionary learning based method — age pattern of each age
group is learned into the corresponding sub-dictionary. A given face will be decomposed into
two parts: age pattern and personal pattern. The age pattern was transited to the target age
pattern through the sub-dictionaries, and then the aged face is generated by synthesizing the
personal pattern and target age pattern. However, this approach presents serious ghosting
artifacts. The deep learning-based method [138] represents the state-of-the-art, where RNN
is applied on the coefficients of eigenfaces for age pattern transition. All prototype-based
approaches perform the group-based learning which requires the true age of testing faces to
localize the transition state which might not be convenient. In addition, these approaches
only provide age progression from younger face to older ones. To achieve flexible bidirectional
age changes, it may need to retrain the model inversely.
Face age regression, which predicts the rejuvenating results, is comparatively more
challenging. Most age regression works so far [81, 35] are physical model-based, where
the textures are simply removed based on the learned transformation over facial surfaces.
Therefore, they cannot achieve photo-realistic results for baby face predictions.
Generative Adversarial Network
Generating realistically appealing images is still challenging and has not achieved much
success until the rapid advancement of the generative adversarial network (GAN). The
original GAN work [42] introduced a novel framework for training generative models. It
simultaneously trains two models: 1) the generative model G captures the distribution of
training samples and learns to generate new samples imitating the training, and 2) the
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discriminative model D discriminates the generated samples from the training. G and D
compete with each other using a min-max game as Eq. 3.1, where z denotes a vector randomly
sampled from certain distribution p(z) (e.g., Gaussian or uniform), and the data distribution





Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)] + Ez∼p(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))] (3.1)
The two parts, G and D, are trained alternatively.
One of the biggest issues of GAN is that the training process is unstable, and the
generated images are often noisy and incomprehensible. During the last two years, several
approaches [103, 92, 44, 16, 22, 51, 85] have been proposed to improve the original GAN
from different perspectives. For example, DCGAN [103] adopted deconvolutional and
convolutional neural networks to implement G and D, respectively. It also provided empirical
instruction on how to build a stable GAN, e.g., replacing the pooling by strides convolution
and using batch normalization. CGAN [92] modified GAN from unsupervised learning into
semi-supervised learning by feeding the conditional variable (e.g., the class label) into the
data. The low resolution of the generated image is another common drawback of GAN.
[22, 51] extended GAN into sequential or pyramid GAN to handle this problem, where the
image is generated step by step, and each step utilizes the information from the previous
step to further improve the image quality. Some GAN-related works have shown visually
impressive results of randomly drawing face images [145, 85, 152, 103, 78]. However, GAN
generates images from random noise, thus the output image cannot be controlled. This is
undesirable in age progression and regression, where we have to ensure the output face looks
like the same person as queried.
3.1.2 Traversing on the Manifold
We assume the face images lie on a high-dimensional manifold, on which traversing along
certain direction could achieve age progression/regression while preserving the personality.
This assumption will be demonstrated experimentally in Sec. 3.2.2. However, modeling
the high-dimensional manifold is complicated, and it is difficult to directly manipulate
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(traversing) on the manifold. Therefore, we will learn a mapping between the manifold
and a lower-dimensional space, referred to as the latent space, which is easier to manipulate.
As illustrated in Fig. 3.2, faces x1 and x2 are mapped to the latent space by E (i.e., an
encoder), which extracts the personal features z1 and z2, respectively. Concatenating with
the age labels l1 and l2, two points are generated in the latent space, namely [z1, l1] and
[z2, l2]. Note that the personality z and age l are disentangled in the latent space, thus we
could simply modify age while preserving the personality. Starting from the red rectangular
point [z2, l2] (corresponding to x2) and evenly stepping bidirectionally along the age axis (as
shown by the solid red arrows), we could obtain a series of new points (red circle points).
Through another mapping G (i.e.. a generator), those points are mapped to the manifoldM
— generating a series of face images, which will present the age progression/regression of x2.
By the same token, the green points and arrows demonstrate the age progressing/regression
of x1 based on the learned manifold and the mappings. If we move the point along the dotted
arrow in the latent space, both personality and age will be changed as reflected on M. We
will learn the mappings E and G to ensure the generated faces lie on the manifold, which
indicates that the generated faces are realistic and plausible for a given age.
3.2 Conditional Adversarial Autoencoder
In this section, we first present the pipeline of the proposed conditional adversarial
autoencoder (CAAE) network (Sec. 3.2.1) that learns the face manifold (Sec. 3.2.2). The























Figure 3.2: Illustration of traversing on the face manifold M.
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realistic faces. Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 demonstrate their effectiveness, respectively. Finally,
Section 3.2.5 discusses the difference of the proposed CAAE from other generative models.
3.2.1 Network Structure of CAAE
The detailed structure of the propose CAAE network is shown in Fig. 3.3. The encoder E
maps the input face to a vector z (personality). Concatenating the label l (age) to z, the
new latent vector [z, l] is fed to the generator G. Both the encoder and the generator are
updated based on the L2 loss between the input and output faces. The discriminator Dz
imposes the uniform distribution on z, and the discriminator Dimg forces the output face to
be photo-realistic and plausible for a given age label.
The input and output face images are 128 × 128 RGB images x ∈ R128×128×3. A
convolutional neural network is adopted as the encoder. The convolution of stride 2
is employed instead of pooling (e.g., max pooling) because strided convolution is fully
differentiable and allows the network to learn its own spacial downsampling [103]. The
output of encoder E(x) = z preserves the high-level personal feature of the input face
x. The output face conditioned on certain age can be expressed by G(z, l) = x̂, where
l denotes the one-hot age label. Unlike existing GAN-related works, we incorporate an
encoder to avoid random sampling of z because we need to generate a face with specific
personality which is incorporated in z. In addition, two discriminator networks are imposed
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Figure 3.3: Structure of the proposed CAAE network for age progression/regression.
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age transformation. The Dimg forces G to generate photo-realistic and plausible faces for
arbitrary z and l. The effectiveness of the two discriminators will be further discussed in
Secs. 3.2.3 and 3.2.4, respectively.
3.2.2 Objective Function
The real face images are supposed to lie on the face manifold M, so the input face image
x ∈ M. The encoder E maps the input face x to a feature vector, i.e., E(x) = z ∈ Rn,
where n is the dimension of the face feature. Given z and conditioned on certain age label
l, the generator G generates the output face x̂ = G(z, l) = G(E(x), l). Our goal is to ensure
the output face x̂ lies on the manifold while sharing the personality and age with the input
face x (during training). Therefore, the input and output faces are expected to be similar
as expressed in Eq. 3.2, where L(·, ·) denotes L2 norm.
min
E,G
L (x,G(E(x), l)) (3.2)
Simultaneously, the uniform distribution is imposed on z through Dz – the discriminator on
z. We denote the distribution of the training data as pdata(x), then the distribution of z is
q(z|x). Assuming p(z) is a prior distribution, and z∗ ∼ p(z) denotes the random sampling





Ez∗∼p(z) [logDz(z∗)] + Ex∼pdata(x) [log(1−Dz(E(x)))] (3.3)






Ex,l∼pdata(x,l) [logDimg(x, l)] + Ex,l∼pdata(x,l) [log(1−Dimg(G(E(x), l)))] (3.4)
Note that the age label is resized and concatenated to the first convolutional layer of Dimg
to make it discriminative on both age and human face. Sequentially updating the network by
Eqs. 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, we could finally learn the manifoldM as illustrated in Fig. 3.4, where
the horizontal axis indicates the traversing of age, and the vertical axis indicates different
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λL (x,G(E(x), l)) + γTV (G(E(x), l))
+ Ez∗∼p(z) [logDz(z∗)]
+ Ex∼pdata(x) [log(1−Dz(E(x)))]
+ Ex,l∼pdata(x,l) [logDimg(x, l)]
+ Ex,l∼pdata(x,l) [log(1−Dimg(G(E(x), l)))] ,
(3.5)
where TV (·) denotes the total variation which is effective in removing the ghosting artifacts.
The coefficients λ and γ balance the smoothness and high resolution.
3.2.3 Discriminator on z
The discriminator on z, denoted by Dz, imposes a prior distribution (e.g., uniform
distribution) on z. Specifically, Dz aims to discriminate the z generated by encoder E.
Simultaneously, E will be trained to generate z that could fool Dz. Such adversarial process
forces the distribution of the generated z to gradually approach the prior. We use uniform
distribution as the prior, forcing z to evenly populate the latent space with no apparent
Figure 3.4: Illustration of the learned face manifold M.
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“holes”. As shown in Fig. 3.5, the generated z’s (depicted by blue dots in a 2-D space)
present uniform distribution under the regularization of Dz, while the distribution of z
exhibits a “hole” without the application of Dz. For simplicity, z is illustrated in a 2-D
space. Blue dots indicate z’s mapped from training faces through the encoder. With Dz, the
distribution of z will approach uniform. Otherwise, z may present “holes”. The rectangular
points denote the corresponding z mapped from the input faces x1 and x2, and the dotted
arrow indicates the traversing from z1 to z2. The intermediate points along the traversing
are supposed to generate a series of plausible morphing faces from x1 to x2. Without Dz, the
z presents a sparse distribution along the path, causing the generated face to look unreal.
The series of figures at the bottom shows the traversing with and without Dz.
Exhibition of the “hole” indicates that face images generated by interpolating between
arbitrary z’s may not lie on the face manifold – generating unrealistic faces. For example,
given two faces x1 and x2 as shown in Fig. 3.5, we obtain the corresponding z1 and z2
by E under the conditions with and without Dz, respectively. Interpolating between z1
and z2 (dotted arrows in Fig. 3.5), the generated faces are expected to show realistic and
smooth morphing from x1 to x2 (bottom of Fig. 3.5). However, the morphing without Dz
actually presents distorted (unrealistic) faces in the middle (indicated by dashed box), which
corresponds to the interpolated z’s passing through the “hole”.
The length of vector z makes differences as well, but this difference may not be so obvious.










Figure 3.5: Effect of Dz, which forces z to a uniform distribution.
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Figure 3.6: Effect of the length of z.
age progression with a specific length of z, i.e., 20, 30, 40, 50, 70, 100, 150. The faces
generated from shorter z visually show wider span of age compared to those from longer z.
Comparing the first and last rows, the first row shows relatively wider age span. However,
the last row is more smooth in face morphing. To balance these two ends, we choose the
length of z between 30 and 50.
3.2.4 Discriminator on Face Images
Inheriting the similar principle of GAN, the discriminator Dimg on face images forces the
generator to yield more realistic faces. In addition, the age label is imposed on Dimg to
make it discriminative against unnatural faces conditional on age. Although minimizing the
distance between the input and output images as expressed in Eq. 3.2 forces the output face
to be close to the real ones, Eq. 3.2 does not ensure the framework to generate plausible faces
from those unsampled faces. For example, given a face that is unseen during training and a
random age label, the pixel-wise loss could only make the framework generate a face close to
the trained ones in a manner of interpolation, causing the generated face to be very blurred.
The Dimg will discriminate the generated faces from real ones in aspects of reality, age,
resolution, etc. Fig. 3.7 demonstrates the effect of Dimg. The first column shows the original









8Figure 3.7: Effect of Dimg, which forces the generated faces to be more realistic in aspects
of age and resolution.
through the proposed framework, without (the upper row) or with (the lower row) Dimg.
The generated faces fall in four age groups as indicated at the top of each column.
Comparing the generated faces with and without Dimg, it is obvious that Dimg assists
the framework to generate more realistic faces. The outputs without Dimg could also present
aging but the effect is not as obvious as that with Dimg because Dimg enhances the texture
especially for older faces.
3.2.5 Differences from Other Generative Networks
In this section, we comment on the similarity and difference of the proposed CAAE with
other generative networks, including GAN [42], variational autoencoder (VAE) [60], and
adversarial autoencoder (AAE) [85]. Fig. 3.8 illustrates the fundamental differences between
GAN, conditional GAN, VAE, AAE, and CAAE. G, D, and E denote generator (decoder),
discriminator, and encoder. x, x′, y, and z are input, output, label (condition), and
latent/random variable.
VAE vs. GAN
VAE uses a recognition network to predict the posterior distribution over the latent variables,
while GAN uses an adversarial training procedure to directly shape the output distribution of
the network via back-propagation [85]. Because VAE follows an encoding-decoding scheme,
we can directly compare the generated images to the inputs, which is not possible when
using a GAN. A downside of VAE is that it uses mean squared error instead of an adversarial
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of different generative models.
AAE vs. GAN and VAE
AAE can be treated as the combination of GAN and VAE, which maintains the autoencoder
network like VAE but replaces the KL-divergence loss with an adversarial network like in
GAN. Instead of generating images from random noise as in GAN, AAE utilizes the encoder
part to learn the latent variables approximated on certain prior, making the style of generated
images controllable. In addition, AAE better captures the data manifold compared to VAE.
CAAE vs. AAE
The proposed CAAE is more similar to AAE. The main difference from AAE is that
the proposed CAAE imposes discriminators on the encoder and generator, respectively.
The discriminator on encoder guarantees smooth transition in the latent space, and the
discriminator on generator assists to generate photo-realistic face images. Therefore, CAAE
would generate higher quality images than AAE as discussed in Sec. 3.2.4.
3.3 Experimental Evaluation
In the section, we will first clarify the process of data collection (Sec. 3.3.1) and
implementation of the proposed CAAE (Sec. 3.3.2). Then, both qualitative and quantitative
comparisons with prior works and ground truth are performed in Sec. 3.3.3. Finally, the
tolerance to occlusion and variation in pose and expression is illustrated in Sec. 3.3.4 .
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3.3.1 Data Collection
We first collect face images from the Morph dataset [55] and the CACD [13] dataset. The
Morph dataset [55] is the largest with multiple ages of each individual, including 55,000
images of 13,000 subjects from 16 to 77 years old. The CACD [13] dataset contains 13,446
images of 2,000 subjects. Because both datasets have limited images from newborn or very
old faces, we crawl images from Bing and Google search engines based on the keywords,
e.g., baby, boy, teenager, 15 years old, etc. Because the proposed approach does not require
multiple faces from the same subject, we simply randomly choose around 3,000 images from
the Morph and CACD dataset and crawl 7,670 images from the website. The age and
gender of the crawled faces are estimated based on the image caption or the result from
age estimator [110]. We divide the age into ten categories, i.e., 0–5, 6–10, 11–15, 16–20,
21–30, 31–40, 41–50, 51–60, 61–70, and 71–80. Therefore, we can use a one-hot vector of
ten elements to indicate the age of each face during training. The final dataset consists of
10,670 face images with a uniform distribution on gender and age. We use the face detection
algorithm with 68 landmarks [54, Dlib] to crop out and align the faces, making the training
more attainable.
3.3.2 Implementation of CAAE
We construct the network according to Fig. 3.3 with kernel size of 5× 5. The pixel values of
the input images are normalized to [−1, 1], and the output of E (i.e., z) is also restricted to
[−1, 1] by the hyperbolic tangent activation function. Then, the desired age label, the one-
hot vector, is concatenated to z, constructing the input of G. To make fair concatenation,
the elements of label is also confined to [−1, 1], where -1 corresponds to 0. Finally, the
output is also in range [−1, 1] through the hyperbolic tangent function. Normalizing the
input may make the training process converge faster. Note that we will not use the batch
normalization for E and G because it blurs personal features and makes output faces drift
far away from inputs in testing. However, the batch normalization will make the framework
more stable if it is applied on Dimg. All intermediate layers of each block (i.e., E, G, Dz,
and Dimg) use the ReLU activation function.
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In training, λ = 100, γ = 10, and the four blocks are updated alternatively with a mini-
batch size of 100 through the stochastic gradient descent solver, ADAM [59] (α = 0.0002,
β1 = 0.5). Face and age pairs are fed to the network. After about 50 epochs, plausible
generated faces can be obtained. During testing, only E and G are active. Given an input
face without true age label, E maps the image to z. Concatenating an arbitrary age label
to z, G will generate a photo-realistic face corresponding to the age and personality.
3.3.3 Qualitative and Quantitative Comparison
To evaluate that the proposed CAAE can generate more photo-realistic results, we compare
ours with the ground truth and the best results from prior works [138, 55, 118, 124],
respectively. We choose FGNET [65] as the testing dataset, which has 1002 images of
82 subjects aging from 0 to 69.
Comparison with ground truth
In order to verify whether the personality has been preserved by the proposed CAAE, we
qualitatively and quantitatively compare the generated faces with the ground truth. The
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Figure 3.9: Comparison to the ground truth.
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To quantitatively evaluate the performance, we pair the generated faces with the ground
truth whose age gap is larger than 20 years. There are 856 pairs in total. We design a survey
to compare the similarity where 63 volunteers participate. Each volunteer is presented with
three images, an original image X, a generated image A, and the corresponding ground
truth image B under the same group. They are asked whether the generated image A looks
similar to the ground truth B; or not sure. We ask the volunteers to randomly choose 45
questions and leave the rest blank. We receive 3208 votes in total, with 48.38% indicating
that the generated image A is the same person as the ground truth, 29.58% indicating they
are not, and 22.04% not sure, as listed in Table 3.1. The voting results demonstrate that
we can effectively generate photo-realistic faces under different ages while preserving their
personality.
Comparison with prior work
We compare the performance of our method with some prior works [138, 55, 118, 124], for
face age progression and Face Transformer (FT) [FT] for face age regression. To demonstrate
the advantages of CAAE, we use the same input images collected from those prior works
and perform long age span progression. To compare with prior works, we cite their results as
shown in Fig. 3.10. The first column shows input faces, and second column are the best aged
faces cited from prior works. The rest columns are our results from both age progression
and regression. The red boxes indicate the comparable results to the prior works.
We also compare with age regression works using the FT demo [FT] as shown in Fig. 3.11,
where the first row shows the input faces, the middle row shows the baby faces generated
by FT [FT], and the last row shows our results. Our results obviously show higher fidelity,
demonstrating the capability of CAAE in achieving smooth face aging and rejuvenation.
CAAE better preserves the personality even with a long age span. In addition, our results
provide richer texture (e.g., wrinkle for old faces), making old faces look more realistic.
Table 3.1: Survey to compare generated faces and ground truth
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Figure 3.11: Comparison to prior work in rejuvenation.
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Another survey is conducted to statistically evaluate the performance as compared with
prior works, where for each testing image, the volunteer is to select the better result from
CAAE or prior works, or hard to tell. We collect 235 paired images of 79 subjects from
previous works [138, 55, 118, 124]. We receive 47 responses and 1508 votes in total with
52.77% indicating CAAE is better, 28.99% indicating the prior work is better, and 18.24%
indicating they are equal, as listed in Table 3.2. This result further verifies the superior
performance of the proposed CAAE.
3.3.4 Tolerance to Pose, Expression, and Occlusion
As mentioned above, the input images have large variation in pose, expression, and occlusion.
To demonstrate the robustness of CAAE, we choose the faces with expression variation, non-
frontal pose, and occlusion, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.12. The very left column shows
the input faces, and the right columns are generated faces by CAAE from younger to older
ages. The first input face presents relatively more dramatic expression, the second input
shows only the face profile, and the last one is partially occluded by facial marks. It is worth
noting that the previous works [138, 55] often apply face normalization to alleviate from
the variation of pose and expression but they may still suffer from the occlusion issue. In
contrast, the proposed CAAE obtains the generated faces without the need to remove these
variations, paving the way to robust performance in real applications.
Table 3.2: Survey to compare our results and those from the best prior works.
Better than prior Worse than prior Not sure
52.77% 28.99% 18.24%
Figure 3.12: Tolerance to occlusion and variation in pose and expression.
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3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a novel conditional adversarial autoencoder (CAAE), which
first achieves face age progression and regression in a holistic framework. We deviated
from the conventional routine of group-based training by learning a manifold, making the
aging progression/regression more flexible and manipulatable — from an arbitrary query
face without knowing its true age, we can freely produce faces at different ages, while at
the same time preserving the personality. We demonstrated that with two discriminators
imposed on the generator and encoder, respectively, the framework generates more photo-
realistic faces. Flexibility, effectiveness, and robustness of CAAE have been demonstrated
through extensive evaluation.
The proposed framework has great potential to serve as a general framework for face-age
related tasks. More specifically, we trained four sub-networks, i.e., E, G, Dz, and Dimg,
but only E and G are utilized in the testing stage. The Dimg is trained conditional on
age. Therefore, it is able to tell whether the given face corresponds to a certain age, which
is exactly the task of age estimation. For the encoder E, it maps faces to a latent vector
(face feature), which preserves the personality regardless of age. Therefore, E could be
considered a candidate for cross-age recognition. The proposed framework could be easily
applied to other image generation tasks, where the characteristics of the generated image
can be controlled by the conditional label. In the future, we would extend current work
to be a general framework, simultaneously achieving age progressing (E and G), cross-age
recognition (E), face morphing (G), and age estimation (Dimg).
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Chapter 4
Decoupled Learning for Conditional
Image Synthesis
The structure that incorporating encoding-decoding network with an adversarial network
(i.e., discriminator) have been widely applied in many applications, e.g., image transforma-
tion, inpainting, manipulation, etc., to generate conditional results with high fidelity. Such
composite network is considered as the conditional GAN-based network. Chapter 2 has
proved the advantages of such composite network, and Chapter 3 verifies its effectiveness
again with an specific application. While the composite structure is widely and largely
adopted in image generation and manipulated related works in recent years, this chapter
will further investigate its drawback and give the first attempt to improve it fundamentally.
During the training in existing composite framework, the gradient from encoding-
decoding net (reconstruction effect) and discriminator (adversarial effect) are both imposed
on a single generator/decoder. Although the encoding-decoding net is known to be stable,
and the GANs [42] have been stabilized by many recent works, coupling the reconstruction
and adversarial effects might still yield unstable results. In this work, we first illustrate
the instability of the coupled structure. Stronger adversarial effect (i.e., higher weight on
the discriminator loss) is supposed to achieve higher-fidelity images but may cause artifacts,
unreality, etc., while weaker adversarial effect would be safe but weakening the boost on
image quality. We propose a novel structure that decouples the two effects, avoiding the
instability caused by their interaction [150]. A separate graph is learned to model the
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adversarial effect, isolating the training of encoding-decoding network. A novel evaluation
metric named normalized relative discriminative score (NRDS) is designed to numerically
evaluated the performance compare with other works1. Experimental results demonstrate
that the proposed decoupled learning effectively stabilizes the adversarial effect and achieve
competitive imaging quality in multiple image generation tasks regardless of the trade-off
issue.
4.1 Background and Motivation
The GAN [42] proposed an adversarial framework which generates images from noise
while preserving high fidelity. However, generating “uncontrolled” images from noise
doesn’t meet the requirements in many real applications, e.g., image inpainting [98], image
transformation [52], image manipulation [148, 153], etc. Therefore, some works [107, 94]
concatenated additional features generated by an encoder or certain extractor to the random
noise or replaced the noise by the features. Mostly, encoding-decoding networks (ED),
e.g., VAE [60], AAE [86], autoencoder, etc., is incorporated with GANs. The encoder
extracts features, which are fed to the decoder/generator to achieve target images. Although
the encoding-decoding network can already stabilizes the generated images, it tends to
yield blurry images under the common objectives, i.e., `1- or `2-norm. Incorporating a
discriminator, as empirically demonstrated in many works [66, 52, 70, 148, 77, 154], effectively
increases the fidelity/resolution of generated images from the encoding-decoding networks.
In existing works that incorporated encoding-decoding networks (ED) to GANs, the
reconstruction effect (from the ED) and adversarial effect (from the discriminator) are
both imposed on a single generator/decoder, making the two effects to be coupled and
interact/compete with each other. Although the ED is known to be stable in training, and
many GANs works, e.g., DCGAN [103], WGAN [4], LSGAN [88], etc., had stabilized the
training of GANs, coupling between them may yield unstable results or introduce artifacts as
shown in Fig.4.1. In Fig. 4.1, adding the discriminator loss (e.g. 0.001 or 0.01) increases the







Figure 4.1: Artifacts introduced by the adversarial effect. Please zoom in for more details.
The top raw shows the generated images from ED. The rest rows show the images from the
coupled structure (ED plus GAN) with different weights (left column) on the adversarial
effect. Assume the weight of reconstruction loss is 1. The generated images with the weight
of 0.01 present similar (or a bit higher) fidelity compared to those with the weight of 0.001,
but they tend to be unrealistic. The generated images with the weight of 0.1 only present
random spots without any boosting on fidelity, indicating instability during the training.
it may also bring obvious artifacts and tend to generate unrealistic results (e.g.,the 1st, 2nd
faces with respect to 0.01 and 0.1). Generally, trade-off between the two effects is necessary,
otherwise the generated images may present significant artifacts, e.g., stripe, overexposure,
spots, or anything visually unreality. Existing works that balanced the two losses through
exhaustive searching are time-consuming. However, how to set an appropriate weight or
relax this dilemma is still unexplored.
In this chapter, we illustrate the sensitiveness of imaging quality to the adversarial effect,
i.e., a higher weight on the adversarial loss preserves richer details in generated images but
suffering higher risk of introducing significant artifacts or even causing instability, while a
lower weight is safe but diluting the boosting effect from discriminator. We aim to solve
the unstable issue induced by the coupled structures which is denoted as ED+GAN.2. A
novel decoupled learning denoted as ED//GAN3 that decouples the two effects, i.e. the
reconstruction effect and adversarial effect is proposed to avoid the negative effect (i.e. blurry
2The coupled structures used in existing works are denoted as ED+GAN because they added the effects
of ED and GAN together during the training.
3 The proposed decoupled learning is denoted by ED//GAN, indicating that the effect from ED and GAN
are learned independently.
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results or induced artifacts) and generate stable results. The ED//GAN isolates GAN from
ED, avoiding interaction between the two effects during training. Therefore, the weight
of adversarial effect will not affect the training of ED, then the setting of weight becomes
unnecessary. Based on existing works, ED with batch normalization is expected to be more
stable compared to that without batch normalization. Under the framework of ED//GAN,
stable training could be achieved regardless of batch normalization on ED to avoid a few
unfortunate side [41]. Above all, the proposed ED//GAN stabilizes the adversarial effect
and relaxes the trade-off issue. In addition, the ED//GAN provide a direct visualization
of the adversarial effect as shown in Fig. 4.2 and Sec. 4.4.3 by introducing a single graph
(generator) G. Through convincing visualization results and quantitative evaluations, we




In GAN-related applications, it is tricky and important to balance the effects of GAN and
autoencoder. We give the first attempt to solve this problem. We focuses on stabilizing the
widely used network structure ED+GAN, where ED appears to generate smooth/blurring
results due to MSE in pixel space, while GAN drives results towards the natural image
manifold producing more convincing solutions. However, incorporating the two parts as
in existing works causes competition between the two forces, leading potentially to a bad
solution. We aim to avoid such competition by training ED and GAN in an independent
manner. Therefore, we preserve the structures of ED and GAN without sharing parameters,
as compared to existing works where the parameters of decoder in ED and generator in GAN
are shared. The independent network design explicitly decouples the interaction between
ED and GAN, but still follows the classic objective functions — the reconstruction loss and
minimax game for ED and GAN, respectively. Thus, any existing work based on ED+GAN
can be easily adapt to the proposed structure without changing their objectives, meanwhile
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gaining the benefit of not having to fine tune a balance between ED and GAN. In ED//GAN,
the final output is obtained by adding the output from the generator to that from ED, thus
the generator will render the residual between the blurry (from ED) and true samples,
giving the essential insight on how GANs could boost the output of ED. We agree that
rigid mathematical proof would have been ideal to support our claim. However, since the
objective functions of ED+GAN and ED//GAN are similar, analytic proofs are not feasible
here. This is a network design and thus training advantage, where through empirical study,
we made a hypothesis on the potential cause of issues with ED+GAN, and proposed the
decoupled structure design, which is validated through extensive experimental studies.
4.2.2 Network Structure
The proposed decoupled learning (ED//GAN), as shown in Fig. 4.2, incorporates the
encoding-decoding network (ED) with GAN in a decoupled manner, i.e., G and Dec are
trained separately corresponding to adversarial loss and reconstruction loss, respectively.
Assuming the input image I ∈ RH×W×C , where H, W , and C denote the height, width,
and number of channels, respectively. The reconstructed image from ED is IED, which is a
















Figure 4.2: The flow of proposed decoupled learning, i.e., ED//GAN. Enc and Dec are
the encoder and decoder networks, and G and D are the generator and discriminator,
respectively. L1 indicates the pixel-level `1-norm. Solid black arrows denote feedforward
path, and dashed arrows in red and blue indicate backpropagation from reconstruction loss
(L1) and adversarial loss (from D), respectively. The reconstruction image is generated from
Dec, and residual is yielded from G. The two images are added up to generated the final
output image.
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residual IG which increase the resolution and reality . Ideally, I ≈ IED + IG = Î, which
denotes the final output image. Unlike existing works that couple the learning of G and Dec
(or together with Enc), which is equivalent to sharing the weight of G and Dec, we learn
them separately. Therefore, the proposed decoupled learning can be graphically divided into
two parts: 1) reconstruction learning of Enc and Dec (Sec. 4.2.2) and 2) adversarial learning
of G and D (Sec. 4.2.2). Enc and Dec (i.e., ED) are trained independent of G and D (i.e.,
GAN), updated through the `1−norm in pixel level as shown by the red dashed arrow in
Fig. 4.2. G and D are trained only based on the output of ED and updated by the adversarial
loss as indicated by the blue dashed arrow. The final output image is obtained by pixel-wise
summation of the outputs from G and Dec as indicated by the
⊕
marker.
In the proposed ED//GAN framework, the gradient derived from reconstruction and
adversarial losses are directed in separated flows without any interaction, avoiding the
competition between reconstruction and adversarial effects which may cause instability but
widely present in existing works as discussed in section 4.1. The G performs like successive
processing of ED, recovering details missed by the output from ED. The G and Dec share the
latent variable because of the correspondence between blurry image IEG and corresponding
recoverable details IG. For example, the details mainly contains the wrinkle, edges of eyes
and mouth, etc, which vary conditioned on the feature of faces. Therefore, we assume that
IEG and IG share the high-level features.
Reconstruction Learning
The encoding-decoding network (ED) aims to minimize the pixel-level error between the
input image I and reconstructed image IED. The training of ED is well known to be
stable, and ED could be any structures specifically for any applications, e.g., U-Net [52] or
conditional network [148] with/without batch normalization. Most works that adopted batch
normalization to enhance stability of the ED+GAN structure may bring a few unfortunate
side effects [41] and hurt the diversity [148]. With the proposed ED//GAN, however, batch
normalization becomes unnecessary because the training of ED is isolated from that of GAN,
and ED itself could be stable without batch normalization. The reconstruction loss from the
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ED part can be expressed by
Lconst(Enc,Dec) = ‖I −Dec(Enc(I))‖1 = ‖I −Dec(z)‖1 = ‖I − IED‖1, (4.1)
where Enc and Dec indicate the functions of encoder and decoder, respectively. The latent
variable derived from Enc is denoted by z. The reconstruction loss is computed by `1-norm
in pixel level. The latent variable z could be constrained to certain prior distribution (e.g.,
Gaussian or uniform) to achieve generative ability like VAE [60] and AAE [86].
Adversarial Learning
In GANs, two competitive components, namely generator (G) and discriminator (D), are
trained simultaneously through a minimax game. The D aims to discriminate the real
samples (input images) and fake samples (generated by G), while G aims to fool D. In the
proposed ED//GAN, GAN works different from the vanilla GAN in two aspects: 1) The
inputs of G are features of input faces (sharing the latent variable with Dec) rather than
random noise. 2) The fake samples fed to D are not directly generated by G. Instead, they






E [logD(I)] + E [log (1−D (IED +G(z))))], (4.2)
where IED = Dec(z) and z = Enc(I). For simplicity, we write the losses of G and D
separately,
Ladv(D) =E [log (1−D(I))] + E [logD (IED + IG))], (4.3)
Ladv(G) =E [log (1−D (IED +G(z)))] . (4.4)
Adversarial learning has shown great success in generating photo-realistic images in recent
two years [12, 52, 154, 58, 126, 98]. However, the issues of GANs are instability and model
missing. Some recent works, e.g., WGAN [4] and LSGAN [88], have stabilized the training
of GANs but still cannot ensure the stability of ED+GAN because of the interaction with
reconstruction effect. In ED//GAN, because the adversarial learning is decoupled from the
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reconstruction learning, any improved GANs could be adopted to specifically ensure stable
learning of the GAN part without affecting or be affected by the ED part. By the same token,
it is unnecessary to trade off the reconstruction and adversarial effects like in ED+GAN.
In addition, as demonstrated in [66, 12], incorporating GAN with ED can relax the mode
missing issue because ED tends to imitate training samples (both major and minor models).
The proposed ED//GAN inherits this property, making GAN generate residual based on the
reconstruction (imitation) from ED. In other words, ED guides GAN to avoid mode missing.
Training of the Decoupled Learning
Compare to ED+GAN, the proposed ED//GAN has two distinguished differences in
the training process: 1) the reconstruction and adversarial losses are backpropagated to
separated networks, and 2) the trade-off problem between the two losses is relaxed. To
generally distinguish the proposed ED//GAN from the existing ED+GAN, Fig. 4.3 illustrates
their network structures and backpropagation path.
In ED+GAN, both reconstruction and adversarial losses are backpropagated to the Dec,
and the general objective could be written as
min
Enc,Dec,D
Lconst + λLadv or min
Enc,Dec,D














Figure 4.3: Comparison between the ED+GAN and ED//GAN. Left: the existing
ED+GAN. Right: the proposed ED//GAN, i.e., decoupled learning. Solid black arrows
denote feedforward path, and dashed arrows in red and blue indicate backpropagation from
reconstruction loss and adversarial loss, respectively.
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where Lconst and Ladv denote the reconstruction and adversarial losses, respectively. The
parameter λ is the weight to balance the two losses. During the training, Lconst updates Enc
and Dec,and Ladv updates D and Dec (or together with Enc). The Dec will be simultaneously
updated by the two losses. In ED//GAN, we could relax the weight λ in Eq. 4.5, and the
general objective for ED//GAN will be
min
Enc,Dec,G,D
Lconst + Ladv. (4.6)












Note that there are no weighting parameters between the losses in the objective function,
which relaxes the manual tuning that may require an expert with strong domain knowledge
and rich experience. In the training, each part could be updated alternatively and separated
as shown in Eq. 4.8 because the three parts do not overlap in backpropagation, i.e.,
the backpropagation paths are not overlapped. As illustrated in Fig. 4.3 (right), the
reconstruction loss (L1) updates Enc and Dec, and the adversarial loss updates G. The D is
training by input and output images, i.e., I and Î. In addition the decoupled structure G
visualize the mechanism about how the discriminator will increase the photo reality/fidelity,
which remedy the limited work to investigate the effect of discriminator.
4.3 Normalized Relative Discriminative Score
In the evaluation of image quality (e.g., reality and resolution), how to design a reliable metric
for generative models has been an open issue. Existing metrics (e.g., inception score [113]
and related methods [96]), although successful in certain cases, have been demonstrated
to be problematic in others [90]. If a perfect metric exists, the training of generative
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models would be much easier because we could use such metric as loss directly without
training a discriminator. The rationale behind our design is that if it is difficult to obtain
the absolute score (perfect metric) of a model, we could at least compare which model
generates better images than others. From this perspective, we propose to perform relative
comparison rather than providing evaluation based on absolute score like existing works.
More specifically, we train a single discriminator/classifier to separate real samples from
generated samples, and those generated samples closer to real ones will be more difficult
to be separated. For example, given two generative models G1 and G2, which define the
distributions of generated samples pg1 and pg2, respectively. Suppose the distribution of real
data is pdata, if JSD(pg1|pdata) < JSD(pg2|pdata) where JSD denotes the Jensen-Shannon
divergence and assume pg1 and pg2 intersect with pdata, a discriminator/classifier D trained
to classify real samples as 1 and 0 otherwise would show the following inequality,
Ex∼pdata [D(x)] ≥ Ex∼pg1 [D(x)] ≥ Ex∼pg2 [D(x)]. (4.9)
The main idea is that if the generated samples are closer to real ones, more epochs would
be needed to distinguish them from real samples. The discriminator is a binary classifier to
separate the real samples from fake ones generated by all the models in comparison. In each
epoch, the discriminator output of each sample is recorded. The average discriminator output
of real samples will increase with epoch (approaching 1), while that of generated samples
from each model will decrease with epoch (approaching 0). However, the decrement rate
of each model varies based on how close the generated samples to the real ones. Generally,
the samples closer to real ones show slower decrement rate. Therefore, we compare the
“decrement rate” of each model to relatively evaluate their generated images. The decrement
rate is proportional to the area under the curve of average discriminator output versus epoch.
Larger area indicates slower decrement rate, implying that the generated samples are closer
to real ones. Fig. 4.4 illustrates the computation of normalized relative discriminative score
(NRDS).
There are three steps to compute the proposed normalized relative discriminative score













Figure 4.4: Illustration of NRDS. Gn indicates the nth generative model, and its
corresponding fake samples are Fake n, which are smapled randomly. The fake samples
from n models, as well as the real samples, are used to train the binary classifier D (bottom
left). Testing only uses fake samples and performs alternatively with the traing process. The
bottom right shows an example of averaged output of D from fake samples of each model.
mini-batch) for each model (assuming n models in comparison) during training; 2) Compute





To illustrate the computation of NRDS, Fig. 4.5 shows a toy example. Assume the
samples named “fake-close” and “fake-far” are generated from two different models to
simulate the real samples. We train a discriminator on the real and fake (i.e., fake-close
and fake-far) samples. The structure of discriminator is a neural network with two hidden
layers, both of which have 32 nodes, and ReLU is adopted as the activation function. After
each epoch of training on the real and fake samples, the discriminator is tested on the
same samples from real, fake-close, and fake-far, respectively. For example, all the real
samples are fed to the discriminator, and then we compute the mean of the outputs from the
discriminator. By the same token, we can obtain the average outputs of fake-close and fake-
far, respectively. With 300 epochs, we plot the curves shown in Fig. 4.5 (right). Intuitively,
the curve of fake-close approaches zero slower than that of fake-far because the samples in
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Figure 4.5: A toy example of computing NRDS. Left: the real and fake samples randomly
sampled from 2-D normal distributions with different means but with the same (identity)
covariance. The real samples (blue circle) is with zero mean. The red “x” and yellow “+”
denote fake samples with the mean of [0.5, 0] and [1.5, 0], respectively. The notation fake-
close/far indicates that the mean of correspondingly fake samples is close to or far from that
of the real samples. Right: the curves of epoch vs. averaged output of discriminator on
corresponding sets (colors) of samples.
fake-close are closer (similar) to the real samples. The area under the curves of fake-close (C1)









Therefore, we can claim that the model generating fake-close is relatively better. Note that
the actual value of NRDS for certain single model is meaningless. We can only conclude that
the model with higher NRDS is better than those with lower NRDS in the same comparison,
but a high NRDS does not necessarily indicate an absolutely good model.
4.4 Experimental Evaluation
This section will evaluate the proposed decoupled learning in two aspects corresponding to
the two contributions claimed in Sec. 4.1: 1) visualizing the adversarial effect independently
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from the effect of reconstruction loss and 2) demonstrating the advantage of decoupled
learning in relaxing the parameter setting and stabilizing the training process. We mainly
compare the proposed ED//GAN to the traditional ED+GAN.
4.4.1 Datasets
Four datasets are used to evaluate the effectiveness and stability of the proposed decoupled
learning: 1) UTKFace [148], 2) Caltech-UCSD Birds 200 (CUB-200) [134], 3) Oxford
Flower [95] and 4) CMP Facade Database [104]. The UTKFace dataset consists of about
20,000 aligned and cropped faces with large diversity in age and race. The decoupled
learning applied on the UTKFace dataset aims to demonstrate the performance on image
manipulation tasks. The CUB-200 dataset has 6,033 images of 200 birds species with large
and diverse background, including ocean, trees, flowers, etc. The Oxford Flower dataset
are images of flowers with diverse species and colors. The decoupled learning is applied on
these two datasets to demonstrate the stability and generalization on image generation tasks.
The CMP Facade dataset is utilized to illustrate the performance of the decoupled learning
on image transformation tasks. These four datasets are in different domains (because of
different objects and background). The experimental results validate the robustness and
stability of the decoupled learning in parameter relaxation, i.e., guaranteeing stable training
without parameter tuning on any datasets.
4.4.2 Implementation
In the experiment, we implement the “Enc” and “Dec” (Fig. 4.2) by convolutional and
deconvolutional networks, respectively. The details of the networks are shown in Table 4.1.
In both Enc and Dec, the kernel size is 5× 5, and the stride is 2. The activation function
is ReLU for each hidden layer, the output layer adopts hyperbolic tangent function. Batch
Table 4.1: Structure of the “Enc” and “Dec” networks. “m2 × n” denotes the m-by-m
maps with n channels. The value 50 indicates a vector with the length of 50.
Enc 1282 × 3→ 642 × 64→ 322 × 128→ 162 × 256→ 82 × 512→ 42 × 1024→ 50
Dec 50→ 42 × 1024→ 82 × 512→ 162 × 256→ 322 × 128→ 642 × 64→ 1282 × 3
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normalization is optimally applied before ReLU. This network is neither specifically designed
for any applications nor dedicatedly fine tuned to achieve the best result. The goal is to
demonstrate the stability of the propose method (ED//GAN) compared to the traditional
method (ED+GAN). Therefore, we only need to ensure that both methods are fairly compare
on the same structure and hyperparameters.
The generator G uses the same structure as Dec, and they share the latent variable z. The
discriminator D adopts the similar structure as Enc, but the length of output is 1 (indicating
real and fake) instead of 50 (the latent variable z). In G and D networks, batch normalization
is applied to ensure stable training of GAN as suggested in DCGAN [103]. Note that the
Enc and Dec networks could be replaced by any encoding-decoding networks depending on
different applications, e.g., UNet [52], ResNet [47], Conditional network [148], etc. Similarly,
the G and D networks could also be any improved GANs, e.g., WGAN, LSGAN, SBGAN,
etc., which are supposed to stabilize the GAN training or speed up convergence. The propose
method tends to stabilize the cooperation between ED and GAN without caring about
balancing the two parts.
Above all, ED+GAN and ED//GAN are using the same network structure in ED (i.e.,
Enc and Dec) and GAN (i.e., G and D). The only difference is that Dec and G are tied
(sharing weight) in ED+GAN, while Dec and G are independent in ED//GAN. More details
about the network structures used in this section is displayed in Appendix A.
4.4.3 Boosting Effect from Adversarial Learning
The learned residual in ED//GAN is considered as the boosting effect from the adversarial
learning (discriminator) without coupling the reconstruction effect. In other words, the
residual illustrates where the generated images from reconstruction of ED is boosted in pixel
level. Generally, the images from ED tend to be blurry, and the residual from GAN carry
the details or textures. Imposing the residual onto reconstructed images is supposed to yield
higher-fidelity images compared to the reconstructed images. Fig. 4.6 illustrates the learning
results from the proposed ED//GAN. The examples are randomly selected with different age,
race, expression, and pose.
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Figure 4.6: Visualization of the adversarial effect — residual learned by the proposed
decoupled learning (ED//GAN). From left to right in each triple: reconstruction, residual,
and output images.
In this experiment, Eq. 4.8 is optimized without setting the weight setting, and the results
are reported after 200 epochs with batch size of 25. From the residual (Fig. 4.6 middle), we
can observe that the adversarial effect mainly enhance the edges at eyebrow, eyes, mouth,
teeth, etc. Adding the residual to the blurry images from ED (Fig. 4.6 left), the output
images (Fig 4.6 right) present richer details.
4.4.4 Stabilizing the Training Process
To evaluate the stability of the proposed decoupled learning regardless of weight setting
and batch normalization, we compare the proposed decoupled learning (ED//GAN) to the
traditional method (ED+GAN). Two factors will be considered: 1) the weight of adversarial
loss and 2) batch normalization which is common way to stabilize the training process.
For example, comparing [52] and [148], the former adopted batch normalization in ED but
the latter did not, so the former achieved stable training with higher weight of adversarial
loss. We increase the weight of adversarial loss to compare the quality of generated images
from the two methods. We fix the weight of reconstruction as 1 and increase the weight of
adversarial loss from 0.001 to 1 with the step of 10x. After 200 epoch with the batch size
of 25, Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 compares the output images with and without batch normalization,
respectively.
The output images from ED//GAN stably yields relatively higher-fidelity images
regardless of the weight changing. However, the outputs of ED+GAN are significantly
affected by the weight. It obtains relatively better results when the weight of adversarial
loss is 0.001. As the weight increases, the outputs becomes unstable, i.e., the images present
significant artifacts and fall into a few modes.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of ED//GAN (top) and ED+GAN (bottom) with batch
normalization on ED on UTKFace Dataset. From left to right, the weights of adversarial
loss are 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 1, respectively. Please zoom in for better view.
Figure 4.8: Comparison of ED//GAN (top) and ED+GAN (bottom) without batch
normalization on ED on UTKFace dataset. From left to right, the weights of adversarial loss
are 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 1, respectively.
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In Fig. 4.8, the batch normalization in ED is removed. The proposed ED//GAN can still
yield stable output, while the ED+GAN generates images with stripe, spots, noise, etc.
Form the two experiments, ED//GAN vs. ED+GAN with/without batch normalization
on ED, we can observe that the proposed decoupled learning performs stable and is insensitive
to the weight setting. Because of the robustness to weight, ED//GAN can relax the weight
setting. The NRDS results illustrated in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 are listed in Tables 4.2 and 4.3,
respectively. In each table, testing results from all methods (with different weight settings)
are collected to train a single discriminator, i.e., i = 8 in Eq. 4.10. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 yield
the same conclusion as the visual results — ED//GAN stabilize the training regardless of the
trade-off issue because ED//GAN preserves relatively higher NRDS compared to ED+GAN.
In addition, ED//GAN shows similar NRDS at different weights.
We apply the proposed ED//GAN structure on CUB-200 and Oxford Flower dataset
without any parameters changing to further demonstrate the generality and stability. Fig. 4.9
displays the results after 200 epochs. The outputs gain more details compared to the
reconstructed images. The residual illustrates that both details and colors are enhanced
by the adversarial effect.
Table 4.2: NRDS on the results partially illustrated in Fig. 4.7
Method
ED+GAN ED//GAN
0.001 0.01 0.1 1 0.001 0.01 0.1 1
NRDS .1066 .1143 .1268 .1267 .1320 .1300 .1300 .1336
Table 4.3: NRDS on the results partially illustrated in Fig. 4.8
Method
ED+GAN ED//GAN
0.001 0.01 0.1 1 0.001 0.01 0.1 1
NRDS .1172 .1143 .1163 .0731 .1432 .1434 .1458 .1466
Figure 4.9: Output of ED//GAN trained on the CUB-200 and Oxford Flower datasets.
From left to right in each triple: reconstruction, residual, and output images.
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4.4.5 Adapting Existing Works into ED//GAN
To illustrate the effectiveness of ED//GAN, we modify on some existing works from
ED//GAN to ED//GAN structure and compare the generated images before and after the
modification. We will modify on two works: 1) Pix2Pix [52] for image transformation and
2) CAAE [148] for image manipulation.
Image transformation — Pix2Pix
The Pix2Pix [52] is a representative work in image transformation, which used the ED+GAN
structure. We modify it by parallelizing an extra generator to the original one to learn the
residual. The new generator copies the structure of the original one. Then, reconstruction
loss is only applied on the original generator, and the adversarial loss is applied on the new
generator. The final output is obtained by adding the outputs from the two generators.
The weight of reconstruction and adversarial losses is set to be 1 and 100 (i.e., 1:100) in
the original work. In Fig. 4.10, We try the weighs of 1:1, 1:100, and 1:1000 for the original
structure and compare to the modified version.
From the comparison, generated images with the weight of 1:1 introduce significant
artifacts (please zoom in for better view). With higher weight on the reconstruction loss,
Input Ground truth 1:1 100:1 1000:1 ED//GAN
Figure 4.10: Comparison between Pix2Pix [52] and the modified version using the proposed
ED//GAN. Pix2Pix generates images at different weights as denoted by λ:1, where λ and 1
indicate the weights of reconstruction and adversarial losses, respectively. ED//GAN denotes
the generated images from modified version.
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100:1 and 10:1 yield more realistic images, whose quality is similar to that from the modified
version that doesn’t need weight setting.
Image manipulation — Face Aging
The CAAE [148] is also in the ED+GAN structure for face aging task by manipulate the
latent variable z. Following the same way in Sec. 4.4.5 to modify CAAE to the ED//GAN
version. Fig. 4.11 shows some random examples to compare the original and modified
structures. The weights of reconstruction and adversarial losses are 1 and 10−4 (i.e., 1:10−4)
in the original work. We try 1:10−4, 1:10−3, 1:10−2, and 1:1 for the original structure and
compare to the modified version.
Evaluating based on the proposed NRDS, the results illustrated in 4.10 and 4.11 are
listed in Table 4.4. In each subtable, testing results from all methods (with different weight
settings) are collected to train a single discriminator, i.e., i = 4 in Eq. 4.10. The proposed
ED//GAN does not necessarily achieve the best result as shown in Table 4.4 (left), where
ED//GAN ranks two. However, ED//GAN could be close to the optimal results without
parameter tuning.
1:10−4 1:10−2 1:1 ED//GAN
Figure 4.11: Comparison between CAAE [148] and the modified version using the proposed
ED//GAN. CAAE generates images at different weights as denoted by 1:λ, where 1 and λ
indicate the weights of reconstruction and adversarial losses, respectively. ED//GAN denotes
the generated images from the modified version.
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Table 4.4: NRDS on the results partially illustrated in Fig. 4.10 (left) and Fig. 4.11 (right)
Method
ED+GAN ED//GAN ED+GAN ED//GAN
1:1 100:1 1000:1 1:10−4 1:10−2 1:1
NRDS .2190 .2641 .2572 .2597 .2527 .2496 .2430 .2547
4.5 Summary
This chapter proposed the decoupled learning (ED//GAN), improving the stability of the
common structure of incorporating ED and GAN, i.e., ED+GAN. We illustrate that the
instability of ED+GAN is introduced by the interaction between the reconstruction loss (from
ED) and adversarial loss (from GAN). The ED//GAN decouples the two effects by training
separated networks for the two effects, avoiding interaction between them and stabilizing
the training process. This novel structure relaxes the trade-off issue that the ED+GAN
suffers from because of the decoupling. The experimental results demonstrated the stability
of the proposed decoupled learning. Existing works is easy to be adapted into ED//GAN by
adding an extra generator that leans the residual. The ED//GAN could ensure stable and
competitive results without parameter tuning. However, it is unnecessary to beat the best





With the recent advancement in deep learning, we have witnessed a great progress in
single image super-resolution. However, due to the significant information loss of the image
downscaling process, it has become extremely challenging to further advance the state-of-
the-art, especially for large upscaling factors. This chapter explores a new research direction
in super resolution, called reference-conditioned super-resolution, in which a reference image
containing desired high-resolution texture details is provided besides the low-resolution
image. We focus on transferring the high-resolution texture from reference images to the
super-resolution process without the constraint of content similarity between reference and
target images, which is a key difference from previous example-based methods. Inspired
by recent work on image stylization, we address the problem via neural texture transfer.
We design an end-to-end trainable deep model which generates detail enriched results by
adaptively fusing the content from the low-resolution image with the texture patterns from
the reference image1 [151]. We create a benchmark dataset for the general research of
reference-based super-resolution, which contains reference images paired with low-resolution
inputs with varying degrees of similarity. Both objective and subjective evaluations
demonstrate the great potential of using reference images as well as the superiority of our




The traditional single image super-resolution (SR) problem is defined as recovering a high-
resolution (HR) image from its low-resolution (LR) observation [143], which has received
substantial attention in the computer vision community. As in other fields of computer
vision studies, the introduction of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [25, 141, 57, 73] has
greatly advanced the state-of-the-art performance of SR. However, due to the ill-posed nature
of SR problems, most existing methods still suffer from blurry results at large upscaling
factors, e.g., 4×, especially when it comes down to the recovery of fine texture details in
the original HR image which are lost in the LR counterpart. In recent years, perceptual-
related constraints, e.g., perception loss [53] and adversarial loss [42], have been introduced
to the SR problem formulation, leading to major breakthroughs on visual quality under large
upscaling factors [69, 112]. However, they tend to add fake textures and even artifacts to
make the SR image of visually higher-resolution.
This work diverts from the traditional SR and explores a new research direction —
reference-conditioned super-resolution, which utilizes the rich textures from HR references
to compensate for the lost details in the LR images, relaxing the ill-posed issue and producing
more detailed and realistic textures with the help of reference images. The reference images
may come from photo albums, video frames, or web image search. There are existing
example-based SR approaches [33, 11, 32, 146, 129, 76] that adopted external high-frequency
information to enhance textures. However, they assume the reference images could be well
aligned or present similar texture to the LR images. By contrast, the reference image plays
a different role in our setting: it does not need to have similar content with target HR image.
Instead, we only intend to transfer the relevant texture from reference image to target image.
Inspired by recent work on image stylization [38, 53, 15], we propose the Super-Resolution
by Neural Texture Transfer (SRNTT), which adaptively transfers textures to the SR image
conditioned on the reference image. More specifically, SRNTT conducts local texture
matching in the high-level feature space and adaptively fuses matched textures with a
deep model. Fig. 5.1 illustrates the advantage of the proposed SRNTT compared with
two representative works, SRCNN [25, 26] and SRGAN [69], which are without and with
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Bicubic SRCNN SRGAN SRNTT Reference
Figure 5.1: From left to right: bicubic interpolation, SRCNN that minimizes MSR, SRGAN
that further incorporates perceptual-related constraints, the proposed SRNTT conditioned
on the reference shown in the upper-right corner, and the reference image for SRNTT. The
upscaling factor is 4×.
perceptual-related constraints, respectively. SRNTT shows improved texture transferred
from the reference. Note that the texture in reference does not have to match the one in HR
ground truth. We emphasize the capacity of SRNTT in handling arbitrary reference images,
i.e., section 5.5.5 demonstrates the extreme case of the reference image being simply random
noise, where the proposed SRNTT is still able to generate the SR image with comparable
visual quality as that from SRGAN.
That being said, similarity between the reference and LR image is still the key factor that
affects the performance of reference-conditioned SR. However, there is no existing benchmark
dataset that could provide different similarity levels of references for the investigation of
adaptiveness and robustness. To facilitate fair comparison and further research on the
reference-conditioned SR problem, we propose a new dataset, named CUFED5, which
provides training and testing sets accompanied with references of five similarity levels that
vary in content, texture, color, illumination, and view point (section 5.4).
The main contributions of this work are:
• We explore a new research direction of SR, i.e., reference-conditioned super-resolution,
as opposed to SISR which only relies on the LR input image, and example-based
SR which makes rigid assumptions on the external example image used. Reference-
conditioned SR aims to generate HR texture information for LR input image by
referring to an arbitrary external image, and thus enables the generation of SR images
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with plausible texture details even at large upscale factor, further advancing the state-
of-the-art in SR research.
• We propose an end-to-end deep model, SRNTT, to recover the LR image conditioned
on any given reference. We demonstrate the adaptiveness, effectiveness, and visual
improvement of the proposed SRNTT by extensive empirical studies.
• We create a benchmark dataset, CUFED5, to facilitate the performance evaluation of
SR methods in handling references with different levels of similarity to the LR input
image.
In the rest of this chapter, we review the related works in Section 5.2. The network
architecture and training criteria are discussed in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, the proposed
dataset CUFED5 is described in detail. The results of quantitative and qualitative
evaluations are presented in Section 5.5. Finally, Section 5.6 concludes this chapter.
5.2 Related Works
5.2.1 Deep Learning based Single Image SR
In recent years, deep learning based SISR has shown superior performance in either PSNR
or visual quality compared to those non-deep-learning based methods [25, 141, 69]. The
reader could refer to [93, 143] for more comprehensive review of SR. Here we only cover deep
learning based methods.
A milestone work that introduced CNN into SR was proposed by Dong et al. [25], where a
three-layer fully convolutional network was trained to minimize MSE between the SR image
and original HR image. It demonstrated the effectiveness of deep learning in SR and achieved
the state-of-the-art performance. Wang et al. [141] combined the strengths of sparse coding
and deep network and made considerable improvement over previous models. To speed up
the SR process, Dong et al. [27] and Shi et al. [117] extracted features directly from the LR
image, that also achieved better performance compared to processing the upscaled LR image
through bicubic. To further reduce the number of parameters, Lai et al. [64] progressively
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reconstructed the sub-band residuals of HR images at multiple pyramid levels. In recent two
years, the state-of-the-art performance (in PSNR) were all achieved by deep learning based
models [57, 56, 73].
The above mentioned methods, in general, aim at minimizing the mean squared error
(MSE) between the SR and HR images, which might not always be consistent with the
human evaluation results (i.e., perceptual quality) [69, 112]. As a result, perceptual-
related constraints were incorporated to achieve better visual quality. Johnson et al. [53]
demonstrated the effectiveness of adding perception loss using VGG [119] in SR. Ledig
et al. [69] introduced adversarial loss from the generative adversarial nets (GANs) [42]
to minimize the perceptually relevant distance between the SR and HR images. Sajjadi
et al. [112] further incorporated the texture matching loss based on the idea of style
transfer [37, 38], to enhance the texture in the SR image. The proposed SRNTT is more
related to [69, 112], where perceptual-related constraints (i.e., perceptual loss and adversarial
loss) are incorporated to recover more visually plausible SR images.
5.2.2 Example-based SR Methods
In contrast to SISR where only the single LR image is used as input, example-based SR
methods introduce additional images to assist the SR process. In general, the example images
need to possess very similar texture or content structure with the LR image. The examples
could be selected from adjacent frames in a video [75, 10], images from web retrieval [146],
or self patches [33, 32]. We will not discuss video (multi-frame) super-resolution which
are specifically designed taking advantage of the similarity nature of adjacent frames. The
proposed reference-conditioned SR allows a more relaxed scenario — the reference could be
an arbitrary image.
Those early works [33, 11] not using deep learning mostly built the mapping from LR
to HR patches and fused the HR patches at the pixel level and by a shallow model, which
is insufficient to model the complicated dependency between the LR image and extracted
details from the HR patches, i.e., examples. In addition, they implied that each LR patch
could be matched to an appropriate HR patch (similar textures always present in the
example). Freedman and Fattal [32] and Huang et al. [50] referred to self examples for
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similar textures and used a shallow model for texture transfer. A more generic scenario
of utilizing the examples was proposed by Yue et al. [146], which instantly retrieved similar
images from web and conducted global registration and local matching. However, they made
a strong assumption on the example – the example has to be well aligned to the LR image.
In addition, the shallow model for patch blending made its performance highly dependent on
how well the example could be aligned, limiting its adaptiveness to a more generic setting.
The proposed SRNTT adopts the ideas of local texture matching and texture fusion like
existing works, but we perform with high-level features and deep models targeting at the
most generic scenario where the reference images can be arbitrary.
5.3 Approach
The reference-conditioned image super-resolution aims to estimate the SR image ISR from
its LR counterpart ILR and the given reference image IRef , increasing plausible textures
conditioned on the reference, while preserving the consistency to the LR image in color and
content. In the proposed SRNTT, beyond minimizing the distance between ISR and the
original HR image IHR as most existing SR methods do, we further regularize on the texture
consistency between ISR and IRef . The general objective could be expressed by
























where G denotes the SR network with parameter θ. Lc(·, ·) and Lt(·, ·) indicate the content
loss and texture loss, respectively. For simplicity, assume each LR image corresponds to one
reference, and there are n LR images. Section 5.3.3 will discuss the loss functions in detail.
An overall structure of the proposed SRNTT is shown in Fig. 5.2. The main idea is to
search for locally matched textures from the reference and adaptively transfer these textures
to the SR image. We design the structure as fusing two parallel streams, i.e., content and
texture, which is consistent to the intuition of fusing texture to content. The content and
texture are represented as high-level features extracted through deep models (i.e., content




















Figure 5.2: Overview of the proposed SRNTT. ILR and IRef are the inputs to SRNTT. ILR
is fed to the content extractor, obtaining the content feature map M c. In parallel, IRef and
ILR are fed to the texture extractor after scale adjustment, yielding a series of feature maps
for patch matching and texture swapping. The swapped texture map M t carries rich texture
from IRef while preserving the content structure of ILR. Finally, M c and M t are adaptively
fused through the conditional texture transfer, producing ISR with enhanced texture.
adaptive than using a shallow model. The content feature M c extracted from ILR and the
texture feature M t extracted from IRef are fused by the conditional texture transfer, which
could learn to adaptively transfer perceptually consistent texture from M t to M c. More
details on conditional texture transfer will be discussed in Section 5.3.2.
The content feature map M c is directly extracted from ILR through the content extractor.
The corresponding texture feature map M t is obtained by local matching between the LR
image ILR and reference IRef . Because ILR and IRef may differ from each other in color
and illumination, affecting texture matching and transfer, we choose to perform in the high-
level feature space where most content structure as well as texture-related information are
preserved. Typically, the VGG19 [119] model is adopted as the texture extractor, whose
effectiveness on texture representation has been demonstrated by many empirical studies [37,
38, 74]. To offset the bias from scale/resolution in patch matching, ILR and IRef should be
matched at similar scale. Intuitively, IRef could be downsampled to the scale of ILR, or ILR
upsampled to the scale of IRef . The former is easier but the latter achieves more accurate
matching with respect to location since matching is done at a larger scale. In addition,
upscaling ILR preserves scale consistency with MRef , facilitating texture swapping from
MRef that carries richer texture information. Therefore, we upscale ILR before feeding it to
the texture extractor. However, we do not feed IRef directly for patch matching because the
upscaling process of ILR may introduce artifacts and blurry effects that would negatively
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affect the matching result. Hence, we downscale IRef and followed by the same upscaling
process as that of ILR to achieve more accurate patch matching. Typically, the downscaling
uses bicubic interpolation, while the upscaling could be an existing SR method or even
bicubic interpolation. Section 5.3.1 will further detail the patching matching and texture
swapping.
5.3.1 Patch Matching and Texture Swapping
Patch matching and texture swapping generate the texture map M t that carries rich texture
information from IRef while preserving the content structure of ILR. The details are shown
in Fig. 5.3. For simplicity, all feature maps are shown as single channel.
Patch matching is first performed between MLR and MLRef . The patch-wise similarity










where si,j denotes the similarity score between the ith patch from M
LR (i.e., pLRi ) and the
jth patch from MLRef (i.e., pLRefj ). As shown in Fig. 5.3, M
LRef is reshaped to a sequence
of patches by dense sampling. The patches can be considered as kernels, hence the inner
product can be approximated by performing convolution between MLR and the patch kernels,
to yield a sequence of similarity score maps. The maximum score at each pixel location across
the similarity score maps indicates the best matched MLRef patch. The similarity map M s
records those maximum scores with structural identity to MLR. Since MRef is structurally













Figure 5.3: Patch matching and texture swapping.
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to that between MLR and MRef . Therefore, texture-richer patches from MRef is swapped to
MLR according to the correspondence. The overlaps between swapped patches are averaged.
Considering the uncorrelated texture that may degrade the SR performance, the swapped
texture map is multiplied by M s, which weights down those uncorrelated texture because of
its low similarity score. This significantly boost the adaptiveness of texture transfer, which
will be demonstrated in Section 5.5.5. Finally, we obtain a weighted texture map M t.
Patch matching is visualized in Fig. 5.4. The matching is performed in the high-level
features space. For visualization purpose, the matches are back projected to the pixel space.
It can be observed that the edge, contour, and texture are matched regardless of color. Note
that the reference images are unnecessarily consistent to the input image in content.
5.3.2 Conditional Texture Transfer
Based on the content feature map M c and weighted texture map M t, the conditional texture
transfer would adaptively fuse textures from M t to M c by a deep residual network. The
pipeline of conditional texture transfer is shown in Fig. 5.5, where⊕ and⊗ represent element-
wise summation and multiplication, respectively. Since the texture transferred to ISR is
supposed to be visually consistent with ILR, it is necessary to transfer M t conditioned on
M c. As shown in the blue block of Fig. 5.5, M c is concatenated to M t as the condition, and
they are fed to the deep residual blocks [47], which learn to adaptively extract consistent
texture from M t conditioned on M c. The extracted texture is then added to M c. Finally,
Figure 5.4: Visualization of patch matching. The left image is the input, and right three
images are the reference images. The two columns in the middle are matched patches (zoom-





























Figure 5.5: The pipeline of conditional texture transfer. The transfered feature map is fed
to the sub-pixel layers for upscaling. The texture loss is is computed between M t and the
weighted feature map extracted from ISR.
sub-pixel convolution [117] is employed as the upscaling process, which is beneficial in both
accuracy and speed.
Different from traditional SISR methods that only focus on losses between ISR and the
ground truth, the reference-conditioned SR also takes into account the loss between ISR and
IRef , which we refer to as the texture loss. Specifically, the texture loss is calculated between
M t derived from IRef and the weighted feature map extracted from ISR with M s being the
weight. More details on loss functions will be discussed in Section 5.3.3.
5.3.3 Content Loss Lc and Texture Loss Lt
As briefly discussed at the beginning of Section 5.3, in order to preserve the structural
information of the LR image, improve the visual quality of the SR image, as well as taking
advantage of the rich texture details from the reference image, the objective function we
develop involves both content loss Lc and texture loss Lt. The content loss is three-fold,
including the reconstruction loss, Lrec, to preserve the structural information, the perceptual
loss, Lper, and the adversarial loss, Ladv, to boost the visual quality. The texture loss is added
for the network to adaptively enhance the texture transferred from the reference image.
Reconstruction loss is widely adopted in most SR works. To achieve the objective of
obtaining higher PSNR, MSE is usually used to measure the reconstruction loss. In this
work, we adopt the `1-norm (Eq. 5.3), where H and W denote the height and width of the
HR/SR image, respectively. The `1-norm would further sharpen I
SR as compared to MSE.










|IHRx,y − ISRx,y |, (5.3)
Perceptual loss has been investigated in recent SR works [8, 53, 69, 112] for better






∥∥φi(IHR)− φi(ISR)∥∥F , (5.4)
where V and C indicate the tensor volume and channel number of the feature maps,
respectively, and φi denotes the ith channel of the feature maps extracted from the hidden
layer of VGG19 model. ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm.
Adversarial loss could significantly enhance the sharpness/visual quality of ISR. Here,
we adopt WGAN-GP [45], which improves upon WGAN by penalizing the gradient, achieving
more stable results. Because the Wasserstein distance in WGAN is based on `1-norm, we
also use `1-norm as the reconstruction loss (Eq. 5.3). Intuitively, consistent objectives in
optimization would help yield more stable results. The adversarial loss and objective of
WGAN are expressed as




Ex∼Pr [D(x)]− Ex̃∼Pg [D(x̃)], (5.5)
where D is the set of 1-Lipschitz functions, and Pr and Pg are the model distribution and
real data distribution, respectively.
Texture loss is built on the idea of Gatys et al. [37, 38], where Gram matrix was
applied to statistically preserve the texture from the style image. To preserve the consistency
between the content and transferred texture, the similarity map M s is utilized, as illustrated







where Gr(·) denotes the operator that computes the Gram matrix, and φ(·) indicates the
feature maps from the relu3 1 layer of VGG19 model, whose scale is the same as that of the
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texture feature map M t. V is the volume of the feature map tensor from VGG19, and ⊗
denotes the element-wise multiplication.
5.4 Dataset
For reference-based SR problems, the similarity between the LR image and reference
affects SR results significantly. In general, references with various similarity levels to the
corresponding LR image should be provided for the purpose of learning and evaluating the
adaptiveness to similar and dissimilar textures in references. We refer to pairs of LR and
reference images as LR-Ref pairs.
We use SIFT [83] features to measure the similarity between two images because SIFT
features characterize local texture information that is in line with the objective of local
texture matching. In addition, SIFT feature matching is conducted in the pixel space which
is more rigorous than high-level feature matching, providing more visually correlated pairs.
We build the training and validation datasets based on CUFED [140] that contains 1,883
albums. We choose to use album images since images collected from the same event are
supposed to be taken in similar environment. Each album describes one of the 23 most
common events in our daily life, ranging from Wedding to Nature Trip. The size of albums
varies between 30 and 100 images. Within each album, we collect image pairs in different
similarity levels based on SIFT feature matching. We quantitatively collect five similarity
levels denoted as XH (extra-high), H (high), M (medium), L (low), and XL (extra-low).
From each paired images, we randomly crop 160×160 patches from one image as the original
HR images (LR images are obtained by downscaling), and the corresponding references are
cropped from the other image. In this way, we collect 13,761 LR-Ref pairs for training
purpose. It is worth noting that in building the training dataset, it is not necessary to
present references at all five similarity levels for ‘each’ LR image although the training set
as a whole should contain LR-Ref pairs at different similarity levels.
On the other hand, the validation dataset does need each LR image to have references
at all five similarity levels in order to extensively evaluate the adaptiveness of the network
to references with different similarity levels. We use the same way to collect image pairs
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as in building the training dataset. In total, the validation set contains 126 groups of
testing samples with each group consisting of one HR image and five references at five
different similarity levels. Some randomly selected testing groups are shown in Fig. 5.6.
We refer to the collected training and validation sets as CUFED5. The construction of
CUFED5 largely facilitates performance evaluation of the proposed reference-conditioned
SR research, providing a benchmark for the study of reference-based SR in general.
5.5 Experimental Results
In this section, both quantitative and qualitative comparisons are conducted to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed SRNTT in boosting SR performance in aspects of visual
quality, texture richness, and content consistency.
5.5.1 Training Details and Parameters
In training, the LR images are obtained by downscaling (4×) the HR images through bicubic
interpolation, thus the LR images are of the size 40× 40. The corresponding reference is fed
with the original size, 160×160. All feature maps keep the same size of 40×40, to facilitate
patch matching, texture swapping, and concatenation of content and texture maps. The
weights parameters for Lper, Ladv, and Lt are α=1e-4, β=1e-6, and λ=1e-4, respectively.
Adam optimizer is used with the initial learning rate of 1e-4. The network is pre-trained
for 5 epochs, where only Lrec is applied. Then, all losses are involved to train another 100
HR XH H M L XL
Figure 5.6: Examples from the CUFED5 dataset. The left column is the HR image for
testing. The right columns are corresponding references in five similarity levels, i.e., extra-
high (XH), high (H), medium (M), low (L), and extra-low (XL).
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epochs, during which the learning rate is decayed by 0.1 for each 50 epochs. Note that Lt
is only applied on the conditional texture transfer network. The whole framework could be
trained end-to-end. However, the patch matching is time-consuming, occupying over 90%
run time during training. Hence we calculate M t offline for each training pair because the
process of generating M t only involves the pre-trained VGG19 model. To further speed
up the training process, we could use a pre-trained SR network, e.g., MSE-based EDSR or
GAN-based SRGAN, as the content extractor to obtain M c. The network structures we used
in the experiment are detailed in Appendix B.
5.5.2 Quantitative Evaluation
We compare the PSNR and SSIM with other SR methods, as shown in Table 5.1. SelfEx [50]
is a non-learning-based method using the LR input itself as reference. SRCNN [25],
SCN [141], DRCN [57], LapSRN [155], and EDSR [73] are learning-based methods by
minimizing MSE. ENet [112] and SRGAN [69] are also learning-based but further utilize the
perceptual-related constraints to enhance the visual quality. Landmark [146] is a reference-
based SR method, retrieving references that could be well-aligned to ILR. The “SRNTT-”
denotes a simplified version of SRNTT by removing the adversarial loss, which is supposed
to achieve comparable PSNR as the MSE-based methods. All methods are tested on the
CUFED5 dataset. The Landmark method is tested with the reference of similarity level M.
Our methods are tested with each of the five references and results averaged. This individual
performance is listed in Table 5.2.
Table 5.1: Comparison of different SR methods in PSNR and SSIM.
Bicubic SRCNN SCN DRCN LapSRN EDSR
PSNR 24.18 25.33 25.45 25.26 24.92 26.81




ENet SRGAN SRNTT- SRNTT
PSNR 23.22 24.91 24.24 24.40 26.23 24.60
SSIM .6799 .7176 .6948 .7021 .7737 .7086
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Table 5.2: PSNR and SSIM of SRNTT with different reference levels.
XH H M L XL Average
PSNR 24.57 24.58 24.56 24.63 24.69 24.60
SSIM .7099 .7082 .7075 .7079 .7094 .7086
From PSNR and SSIM, we observe that those methods minimizing MSE perform better
than GAN-based methods. However, PSNR and SSIM cannot adequately reflect visual
quality of the image, especially when the upscaling factor is relatively large (e.g., 4×) and/or
the image is originally with rich texture. The GAN-based methods would present more
details that may deviate from the content of the original image, or even introduce artifacts to
make the generated images look sharper. Note that SRNTT- achieves comparable PSNR and
SSIM with the state-of-the-art, i.e., EDSR. In the individual performance of SRNTT with
each reference level, the highest PSNR/SSIM is achieved at XL because the texture from
reference is mostly suppressed, yielding relatively smooth results. By contrast, the score of
XH is lower because correlated texture are transferred to the SR results which may deviate
from the original HR image.
To illustrate the conditioned texture transfer, we measure the textural similarity between
ISR and IRef (level M) based on the Gram matrix as shown in Table 5.3. SRNTT presents
the smallest distance since it transfers texture from the reference. ENet also achieves a
relatively small distance because it also regularizes on texture but between ISR and the
original HR image. Some typical testing results are shown in Fig. 5.7, where SRNTT and
SRNTT- present more textures that are transferred from the references. We observe that
Landmark could well utilize the texture from references only when the reference can be well
aligned to the input. For example, Landmark can better recover the flag since it can find well
Table 5.3: Texture distance to the reference based on Gram matrix.
Landmark EDSR ENet SRGAN SRNTT- SRNTT
Gram 55.25 37.00 27.26 32.21 33.72 22.77
Table 5.4: Gram distance of SRNTT with references of different similarity.
Reference similarity XH H M L XL
Gram 15.59 21.54 22.94 24.77 29.01
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Landmark EDSR SRNTT- Original
ENet SRGAN SRNTT Reference
Figure 5.7: Visual comparison to other SR methods.
aligned patch in the reference. For the other examples, Landmark fails to recover details.
Our method could better tolerate misaligned or unrelated texture. The MSE-based methods
tend to generate clean but blurry images. By contrast, SRNTT- gains rich textures from
references. The GAN-based methods present better visual quality, but still cannot recover
plausible textures like SRNTT. For more comparison, please refer to Appendix C.
5.5.3 Qualitative Evaluation by User Study
To evaluate the visual quality of the SR images, we conduct user study which is widely
adopted in many GAN-related works [69, 112]. SRNTT is compared to other six methods,
i.e., Landmark, SCN, DRCN, EDSR, ENet, and SRGAN. We present the users with pair-
wise comparisons, i.e., SRNTT vs. other, and ask the users to select the one with better
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visual quality and more natural looking. For each reference level, 1,890 votes are collected
on the testing results randomly selected from the CUFED5 dataset. Fig. 5.8 shows the
voting results, i.e., the percentages of votes to SRNTT as compared to other methods,
which demonstrate a roughly descending trend as the references become less similar to the
LR image. Table 5.5 lists the voting results. More results of SRNTT using references with
different similarity levels are visualized in Appendix D
5.5.4 Texture Transfer Results
Fig. 5.9 demonstrates the effect of texture loss Lt. The experimental setup is the same as
the first example in Fig. 5.7. With Lt, the lost texture (fence) in the input is recovered by
transferring similar texture from the reference. Please note that the orientation of fence in
the reference differs from that in the ground truth, while the result with Lt generate texture
similar to the ground truth. Although the weight of Lt is relatively low, it improves the
visual quality of the texture significantly. A larger weight will make the result preserving
less image structures, which deviates the problem away from super-resolution.
More general but still extreme for existing reference-based SR methods, the reference
could be an arbitrary image, which may significantly deviate from ILR in aspect of content
and texture. An example is shown in Fig. 5.10, where the SR results are conditioned on the
references shown in the bottom-right corner.
5.5.5 Investigation on Extreme Conditions
SRNTT could adaptively transfer correlated textures to ISR, thus presenting enhanced
texture conditioned on the reference. Comparing the first and last results, the latter is
visually sharper because its reference carries richer texture and with higher resolution. The
third result shows strong edge as the reference.
This section investigates extreme cases in reference-conditioned SR where the reference
is simply image with homogeneous intensity levels or even random noise. The proposed
SRNTT can cope with these extreme cases by introducing the similarity mapM s, which could
effectively suppress unrelated textures. We also train SRNTT without M s, which is referred
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Figure 5.8: Percentage of votes to SRNTT as compared to each of other methods. “Voting
percentage to SRNTT” means the percentage of users preferring the results of SRNTT over
its competitor.
Table 5.5: Results of user study: percentage of voting to our methods SRNTT- or
SRNTT as compared to other SR methods.
Level XH Landmark SCN DRCN EDSR ENet SRGAN Average
SRNTT- 96.7% 90.0% 96.7% 65.6% 52.2% 46.7% 74.6%
SRNTT 97.8% 94.4% 97.2% 88.9% 82.8% 88.9% 91.7%
Level H
SRNTT- 87.8% 88.9% 92.2% 48.9% 27.8% 26.7% 62.0%
SRNTT 97.8% 92.2% 96.7% 81.1% 74.4% 88.3% 88.4%
Level M
SRNTT- 98.3% 90.2% 95.1% 63.3% 57.6% 51.7% 76.0%
SRNTT 92.6% 93.9% 96.4% 84.2% 83.7% 89.5% 90.0%
Level L
SRNTT- 90.5% 94.1% 91.4% 56.7% 47.0% 54.1% 73.0%
SRNTT 96.3% 90.4% 90.1% 85.8% 74.4% 82.9% 86.6%
Level XL
SRNTT- 88.3% 82.4% 90.1% 60.0% 54.5% 56.7% 72.0%
SRNTT 94.1% 89.5% 91.9% 83.3% 84.5% 85.7% 88.2%
Input Reference w/o Lt with Lt Truth
Figure 5.9: Effect of the texture loss Lt.
Figure 5.10: The texture is enhanced conditioned on the reference that is shown in the
bottom-right corner. Please zoom in for better view.
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to as SRNTT/M s. Without considering the extreme references, SRNTT and SRNTT/M s
show similar performance. However, when given extreme references, SRNTT/M s may
introduce negative effects from the reference as shown in Fig. 5.11. Given all-dark or all-
bright references, which do not provide any extra texture information to the conditional
texture transfer network, the results of SRNTT and SRNTT/M s are close to the state-of-
the-art GAN-based methods, i.e., ENet and SRGAN. However, given the random noise as
reference, SRNTT/M s transfers the texture of noise to the SR image by mistake, while such
uncorrelated texture is successfully suppressed by SRNTT, demonstrating the adaptiveness
gained from M s. When the reference is perfect, i.e., the original image, the results from
both SRNTT and SRNTT/M s show much finer details. Therefore, M s plays a critical role
in suppressing uncorrelated textures while encouraging correlated ones.
Example-based methods without using deep learning cannot beat the deep learning
based methods even with highly similar references. So, they are not considered as major
competitors in our experiments. Nevertheless, we compared with Landmark [146] which is
outperformed by most deep methods as shown in previous experiments. Here, we compare
































Figure 5.11: (a) The extreme references and the corresponding SR results from the
proposed SRNTT and SRNTT/M s which is a trimmed version of SRNTT by removing
M s. (b) Baseline results for comparison purpose.
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Truth Sun and Hays [122] (8×) SRNTT (8×)
Figure 5.12: Comparison with an existing work on the upscaling factor of 8×. Please zoom
in for better visualization.
are used as provided by [122]. Those references are retrieved by web searching and include
highly similar references. We achieve better result with the upscaling factor of 8.
5.6 Conclusion
This chapter exploited the reference-conditioned solution for solving SR problems where
the reference can be an arbitrary image. We proposed SRNTT, an end-to-end network
structure that performs adaptive texture transfer from the reference to recover more plausible
texture in the SR image. Both quantitative and qualitative experiments were conducted
to demonstrate the effectiveness and adaptiveness of SRNTT, even with extreme cases of
references. In addition, a new dataset CUFED5 was constructed to facilitate the evaluation
of reference-conditioned SR methods. It also provides a benchmark for future reference-based
SR research in general.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Works
This work focuses on image synthesis by generative adversarial modeling, in aspects of
theocratic reasoning, improvement, and novel applications. From the vanilla GAN, Chapter 2
attempted to theoretically reasoning the effectiveness of conditional GAN, showing that with
the incorporation of an autoencoder, the reconstruction error serves the purpose of penalizing
the missing mode, thus effectively alleviating the mode missing problem in GAN. Chapter 2
also elaborated the cause of instability in training generators and showed that by adding an
adaptive decay variable in the objective function, the gradient vanishing and explosion, as
well as the undamped oscillation problems can be effectively resolved.
Taking advantage of the composite structure discussed in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 proposed
a novel conditional adversarial autoencoder (CAAE), which, to the best of our knowledge,
first achieves face age progression and regression in a holistic framework. We deviated
from the conventional routine of group-based training by learning a manifold, making the
aging progression/regression more flexible and manipulatable — from an arbitrary query
face without knowing its true age, we can freely produce faces at different ages, while at
the same time preserving the personality. We demonstrated that with two discriminators
imposed on the generator and encoder, respectively, the framework generates more photo-
realistic faces. Flexibility, effectiveness, and robustness of CAAE have been demonstrated
through extensive evaluation.
In order to deal with the drawback in existing works on image synthesis using GAN
plus encoding-decoding networks, Chapter 4 proposed the decoupled learning (ED//GAN),
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improving the stability of the common structure of incorporating ED and GAN, i.e.,
ED+GAN. We illustrate that the instability of ED+GAN is introduced by the interaction
between the reconstruction loss (from ED) and adversarial loss (from GAN). The ED//GAN
decouples the two effects by training separate networks for the two purposes of avoiding
interaction between them and stabilizing the training process. This novel structure relaxes
the trade-off issue that the ED+GAN suffers from because of the decoupling. The
experimental results demonstrated the stability of the proposed decoupled learning. Existing
works can be easily adapted into ED//GAN structure by adding an extra generator that
learns the residual. The ED//GAN could ensure stable and competitive results without
parameter tuning. However, it is unnecessary to beat the best result from fine tuned
ED+GAN.
To further explore conditional image synthesis in traditional areas, Chapter 5 exploited
the reference-conditioned solution for solving SR problems where the reference can be an
arbitrary image, i.e., a generic scenario without drawing any assumptions on the reference.
Correspondingly, we proposed SRNTT, an end-to-end network structure that performs
adaptive texture transfer from the reference to recover more plausible texture in the SR
image. Both quantitative and qualitative experiments were conducted to demonstrate the
effectiveness and adaptiveness of SRNTT, even with extreme cases of references. In addition,
a new dataset CUFED5 was constructed to facilitate the evaluation of reference-conditioned
SR methods. It also provides a benchmark for future reference-based SR research in general.
Note that from recent SR works, either competed on PSNR or focused on visual quality,
they are all limited by the lack of plausible textures.
In the future, we will further extend the potential of conditional image synthesis in
generating larger scale and more visually plausible images, which is appealing to practical
applications, e.g., image editing and composition, artistic rendering, special effects in movies,
etc. The ultimate goal would be aligning pixels to human vision and even aesthetics. As
we are still in the preliminary stage, there are still some fundamentally critical problems left
opening, e.g., artifacts and distortion in synthesized images. We will move our current works
on to achieve higher visual quality, e.g., 8× or even 16× SR, and more effective utilization
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A The Network Structures in Decoupled Learning
In Enc and Dec, the kernel size is 5×5, and the stride is 2. The activation function is ReLU or
Leaky ReLU (LReLU) for each hidden layer. The output layer adopts the hyperbolic tangent
(tanh) function. Batch normalization is optionally applied before activation functions.
ADAM optimizer is adopted with the learning rate of 0.0002 and β1 = 0.5.
A.1 The Network Structure in Adversarial Effect (Sec. 4.4.3)
This network is neither specifically designed for any applications nor delicately fine-tuned
to achieve the best result. The goal is to demonstrate the stability of the propose method
(ED//GAN) as compared to the traditional method (ED+GAN). Therefore, we only need
to ensure that both methods are compared fairly on the same structure and using the same
hyperparameters. Fig. A.1 compares the structures of ED+GAN and ED//GAN, and the
correspondingly detailed network structure is shown in Table A.1.
The generator G uses the same structure as Dec, and they share the latent variable
z. The discriminator D adopts the similar structure as Enc, but the length of output is 1
(indicating real and fake) instead of 50 (the latent variable z). In G and D networks, batch














Figure A.1: Left: the existing ED+GAN. Right: the adaption based on the proposed
ED//GAN, i.e., decoupled learning. Solid black arrows denote the feedforward path, and
dashed arrows in red and blue indicate backpropagation from the reconstruction loss and
the adversarial loss, respectively. The network details are listed in Table A.1.
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Table A.1: Structure of the Enc and Dec networks as shown in Fig. A.1. The value 50
indicates a vector with the length of 50. Batch normalization is optional as indicated by
(BN). The size of each layer is denoted by h × w × c, corresponding to width, and number
of channels, respectively.
Enc Size Dec Size
Input 128× 128× 3 Input 50
Conv, (BN), ReLU 64× 64× 64 FC, ReLU, (BN), Reshape 4× 4× 1024
Conv, (BN), ReLU 32× 32× 128 Deconv, (BN), ReLU 8× 8× 512
Conv, (BN), ReLU 16× 16× 256 Deconv, (BN), ReLU 16× 16× 256
Conv, (BN), ReLU 8× 8× 512 Deconv, (BN), ReLU 32× 32× 128
Conv, (BN), ReLU 4× 4× 1024 Deconv, (BN), ReLU 64× 64× 64
Reshape, FC, tanh 50 Deconv, tanh 128× 128× 3
A.2 The Network Structure in Image Transformation (Sec. 4.4.5)
We adapt the network in Pix2Pix [52], which is ED+GAN structure, to the proposed
ED//GAN structure as shown in Fig. A.2.
In Pix2Pix, the ED is implemented by the U-Net, which directly passes feature maps
from encoder to decoder, preserving more details. For simplicity and not breaking the
structure of U-Net, we apply another U-Net as the generator G in correspondingly adaption
to ED//GAN. The discriminator adopts the same network structure as in Pix2Pix. The
network details are listed in Table A.2.
A.3 The Network Structure in Image Manipulation (Sec. 4.4.5)
We adapt the face aging work [148] (CAAE), which proposed a conditional ED+GAN
structure, to the proposed ED//GAN structure as shown in Fig. A.3. CAAE generated
aged face by manipulating the label concatenated to the latent variable z from Enc.
The original network used in CAAE has an extra discriminator on z to fore z uniformly
distributed. We do not show this discriminator in Fig. A.3 because it does not affect the
















Figure A.2: Left: the structure of Pix2Pix (ED+GAN). Right: the adaption to the
proposed ED//GAN, i.e., decoupled learning. Solid black arrows denote the feedforward
path, and dashed arrows in red and blue indicate backpropagation from the reconstruction
loss and the adversarial loss, respectively.
Table A.2: Structure of U-Net network as shown in Fig. A.2. Enc and Dec denote the
encoding and decoding part in U-Net, respectively. The number of channels of the hidden
layers in Dec are twice of those in Enc because of the direct passing.
Enc Size Dec Size
Input 256× 256× 3 Input 1× 1× 512
Conv, BN, LReLU 128× 128× 64 Deconv, BN, ReLU, Dropout 2× 2× 1024
Conv, BN, LReLU 64× 64× 128 Deconv, BN, ReLU, Dropout 4× 4× 1024
Conv, BN, LReLU 32× 32× 256 Deconv, BN, ReLU, Dropout 8× 8× 1024
Conv, BN, LReLU 16× 16× 512 Deconv, BN, ReLU 16× 16× 1024
Conv, BN, LReLU 8× 8× 512 Deconv, BN, ReLU 32× 32× 512
Conv, BN, LReLU 4× 4× 512 Deconv, BN, ReLU 64× 64× 256
Conv, BN, LReLU 2× 2× 512 Deconv, BN, ReLU 128× 128× 128



















Figure A.3: Left: the ED+GAN structure used in CAAE [148]. Right: the adaption to
the proposed ED//GAN, i.e., decoupled learning. Solid black arrows denote the feedforward
path, and dashed arrows in red and blue indicate backpropagation from the reconstruction
loss and the adversarial loss, respectively. The age label y is concatenated to z to control
the age of generated faces.
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Table A.3: Structure of the Enc, Dec, G, and D networks as shown in Fig. 4.11. The value
50 indicates a vector with the length of 50.The concatenated age vector y is 50. Structure
of the “G” and “D” networks as shown in Fig. A.3. The value 50 indicates a vector with
the length of 50. The concatenated age vector y is 50. If use WGAN or LSGAN, the BN is
optional in G.
Enc Size Dec Size
Input 128× 128× 3 Input 50 + 50 (length of the label)
Conv, ReLU 64× 64× 64 FC, ReLU, Reshape 8× 8× 1024
Conv, ReLU 32× 32× 128 Deconv, ReLU 16× 16× 512
Conv, ReLU 16× 16× 256 Deconv, ReLU 32× 32× 256
Conv, ReLU 8× 8× 512 Deconv, ReLU 64× 64× 128
Conv, ReLU 4× 4× 1024 Deconv, ReLU 128× 128× 64
Reshape, FC, tanh 50 Deconv, tanh 128× 128× 3
G Size D Size
Input 50 + 50 Input 128× 128× 3
FC, BN, ReLU, Reshape 8× 8× 1024 Conv, BN, ReLU 64× 64× (16 + 50)
Deconv, BN, ReLU 16× 16× 512 Conv, BN, ReLU 32× 32× 32
Deconv, BN, ReLU 32× 32× 256 Conv, BN, ReLU 16× 16× 64
Deconv, BN, ReLU 64× 64× 128 Conv, BN, ReLU 8× 8× 128
Deconv, BN, ReLU 128× 128× 64 Reshape, FC, ReLU 1024
Deconv, tanh 128× 128× 3 FC, sigmoid 1
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B Network Structure of SRNTT
Fig. B.1 illustrates the network structure of the proposed SRNTT. The blocks in gray indicate
the non-trainable components that do not involve any learning process. For example, the
texture extractor uses the pre-trained VGG19 model [119]. The algorithms involved in
patch matching and texture swapping are detailed in Chapter 5 (Sec. 5.3). The elaboration
in this section mainly focuses on the network structure of the blocks in blue, i.e., the content
extractor, conditional texture transfer, upscaling, and the discriminator, that are trainable
components. Note that the upscaling in the blue block is different from those before the
texture extractor, which are not involved in the learning process, and they could be either
pre-trained SR models or even bicubic interpolation.
As discussed in the subsection of “Training details and parameters” (Sec. 5.5.1) in
Chapter 5, the content extractor is flexible to be a pre-trained model or trained from scratch.
Its structure may vary with the pre-trained model. By contrast, the conditional texture
transfer, upscaling, and discriminator are fixed in the framework. Tables B.1, B.2, B.3, and






















Figure B.1: Overview of the proposed SRNTT. D denotes the discriminator.
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Table B.1: The network structure of content extractor, kernel size is 3×3. This structure is
based on the generator of SRGAN [69], thus we could directly adopt the pre-trained model,
speeding up the training process.
# Layer name(s) Output size
0 Input H ×W × 3
1 Conv, ReLU H ×W × 64
2∼17 Residual blocks (Conv,
BN, ReLU, Conv, BN)
H ×W × 64
18 Conv, BN H ×W × 64
19 #1 + #18 M c : H ×W × 64
Table B.2: The network structure of conditional texture transfer, kernel size is 3× 3. M c
is obtained from Table B.1, and M t is obtained from texture swapping based on the relu3 1
layer of VGG19 model.
# Layer name(s) Output size
0 Input
M c : H ×W × 64
M t : H ×W × 256
1 Concatenate H ×W × 320
2 Conv, ReLU H ×W × 64
3∼18 Residual blocks (Conv,
BN, ReLU, Conv, BN)
H ×W × 64
19 Conv, BN H ×W × 64
20 M c + #19 H ×W × 64
Table B.3: The network structure of upscaling, kernel size is 3× 3. This network is based
on the idea of sub-pixel [117]. The input is from the output of Table B.2.
# Layer name(s) Output size
0 Input H ×W × 64
1 Conv H ×W × 256
2 Sub-pixcel, ReLU 2H × 2W × 64
3 Conv 2H × 2W × 256
4 Sub-pixcel, ReLU 4H × 4W × 64
5 Conv, tanh ISR : 4H × 4W × 3
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Table B.4: The network structure of the discriminator, kernel size is 3 × 3. The output
size is scaled down by stride 2, and the parameter of LReLU is 0.2. In the training dataset,
the original image size is 160× 160.
# Layer name(s) Output size
0 Input IHR or ISR: 160× 160× 3
1 Conv, BN, LReLU 160× 160× 32
2 Conv, BN, LReLU 80× 80× 32
3 Conv, BN, LReLU 80× 80× 64
4 Conv, BN, LReLU 40× 40× 64
5 Conv, BN, LReLU 40× 40× 128
6 Conv, BN, LReLU 20× 20× 128
7 Conv, BN, LReLU 20× 20× 256
8 Conv, BN, LReLU 10× 10× 256
9 Conv, BN, LReLU 10× 10× 512
10 Conv, BN, LReLU 5× 5× 512
11 Flatten 12800
12 FC, LReLU 1024
13 FC 1
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C Comparison to Other SR Methods
This section visually compares all the methods cited in the experimental part of Chapter 5,
namely, SelfEx [50], SRCNN [25], LapSRN [155], SCN [141], DRCN [57], EDSR [73],
ENet [112], SRGAN [69], Landmark [146], and the proposed SRNTT. Figs. C.1–C.4 show
examples from the CUFED5 dataset, using the reference images of level M. We observe that,
in general, GAN-based methods, i.e., ENet, SRGAN, and the proposed SRNTT, show more
clear or less blurry SR results than MSE-based methods. In addition, compared to all the






Figure C.1: Comparison of different SR methods.
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Original Reference SelfEx SRCNN
DRCN LapSRN SCN EDSR
Landmark ENet SRGAN SRNTT
Figure C.2: Comparison of different SR methods.
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Original Reference SelfEx SRCNN
DRCN LapSRN SCN EDSR
Landmark ENet SRGAN SRNTT






Figure C.4: Comparison of different SR methods.
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D SRNTT Using References with Different Similarity
This section visually compares the results of SRNTT using reference images at different
similarity levels, as shown in Fig. D.1. Specifically, the references of similarity level XH
(extra-high), M (medium), XL (extra-low) are adopted to illustrate the effect of reference
on SRNTT. The results of SRGAN are shown as the baseline. The SR performance of
the proposed SRNTT is boosted if using a correlated reference, presenting more plausible
texture. Otherwise, SRNTT performs similar to the state-of-the-art GAN-based methods,
e.g., SRGAN and ENet.
Original Reference XH Reference M Reference XL
SRGAN SRNTT w.r.t. XH SRNTT w.r.t. M SRNTT w.r.t. XL
Original Reference XH Reference M Reference XL
SRGAN SRNTT w.r.t. XH SRNTT w.r.t. M SRNTT w.r.t. XL
Figure D.1: SRNTT results using reference images at different similarity levels. The results
of SRGAN are shown as baseline.
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